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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has pro-

visionally attached 40 per cent
share of a hotel project
(1,40,000 Sq Ft FSI Space)
within the upscale Commercial
Centre, Garden’s Galleria,
Noida in connection with a
money laundering case against
the real estate major Unitech
and its promoters.

The attached asset worth
�65.32 crore was owned by
Unitech’s Ranchero Services
Limited, Cyprus, which is a
Benami overseas company of
Unitech promoters.

An investigation by ED
revealed that Unitech Group
had invested the “Proceeds of
Crime” to the tune of USD 8
million through a Benami
company Ranchero Services
Limited, Cyprus, into Unitech
Hotels Private Limited in 2007-
2008, the agency said in a
statement.

“Investigation revealed that
Ranchero Services Limited,
Cyprus, is owned by Unitech
promoters and was being man-
aged through an overseas trust
on their behalf,” the ED said in
its statement.

During the investigation,
the ED arrested five Unitech
promoters/directors Sanjay
Chandra, Ajay Chandra,
Ramesh Chandra, Preeti

Chandra, and Rajesh Malik.
Till now, the ED has filed

two prosecution complaints or
chargesheets and the PMLA
court has taken their cog-
nizance.

The agency has attached
domestic and overseas assets
worth �1,132.55 crore through
16 provisional attachment
orders, including the current
one.

The attachments include
assets of Carnoustie Group,
Shivalik Group, Trikar Group
besides the properties of the
shell, Benami, and personal
companies of Chandras, and
others.

Total proceeds of crime
worth over �6,500 crore have
been detected till now in this
case. Further investigation is in
process, the agency added.
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Uniform Civil Code, one
lakh Government jobs for

women, �10,000 crore for Agri-
marketing infra, blue economy
industries corridor,  and
f inancial  assistance to
EWS/OB C students  are
among the main points of the
BJP Gujarat  manifesto
released on Saturday by
party’s national president JP
Nadda and  Chief Minister
Bhupendra Patel.

The manifesto called the
“Sankalp Patra” also promised
free education to girls from
pre-primary to post-graduate
level .  In the manifesto
released at Gandhinagar, the
BJP also promised 1 litre of
edible oil four times a year
and 1 kg subsidised chana per
month at subsidised rates
through the PDS system to
the people of Gujarat. 

Setting up an anti-radi-
calisation cell is another
promise of the BJP.
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The Chhattisgarh Police have
registered a case against a

man for posting a doctored
video on social media of pro-
Pakistani slogans being raised
during the Congress’ “Bharat
Jodo Yatra”, an official said on
Saturday. 

A member of the Congress
legal cell lodged a complaint in
Raipur on Friday, following
which an FIR was registered
against the man, who hails
from neighbouring Madhya
Pradesh, said police.  In his
complaint, a member of the
Congress legal cell alleged that
the accused had posted a doc-
tored video of the yatra on his
Twitter handle, in which pro-
Pakistan slogans were raised.

An offence has been regis-
tered under section 504 (inten-
tional insult with intent to
provoke breach of peace) and
other relevant provisions of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) and
a probe has been launched, the
official said. 
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The political turmoil and
industrial unrest haunting

Kerala have hastened the exit of
many industrial groups, both
big and small, from the State.
The latest to join the band-
wagon of entrepreneurs leaving
the State for good is Beta
Group, owned by J Rajmohan
Pillai, which is into the pro-
duction of packaged food prod-
ucts like Nut King.

The year 2021 has seen the
exit of more than a dozen
major units from the State as
the proprietors downed the
shutters and left for the oil-rich
West Asian countries.

The Beta Group hailing
from the family of late K
Janardhanan Pillai, labelled as
India’s  cashew king has shut
down all its cashew processing
factories numbering around
100 and is moving to little-
known Guinea-Bissau, a West
African country.

“We will set up Guinea-
Bissau’s largest cashew pro-
cessing and export unit which
will provide jobs to at least
2,000 people in the near future
itself. 

“The agreement signed
between Beta Group and the
Guinea-Bissau Government
mandates that the Group
would invest $100 million over
the next five years,” Dr

Rajmohan Pillai, chairman,
Beta Group, told The Pioneer
over telephone from Bissau.

The Beta Group’s decision
to shift its operation to the
African country comes at a
time when entrepreneurs are
leaving the State en masse fear-
ing the high handed attitude of
trade union leaders who have
become a law unto themselves.

Though Dr Pillai
described the decision to shift
Beta Group was in response to
the irresistible invitation from
the Guinea-Bissau
Government led by Prime
Minister Nuno  Gomes
Nambam, corporate leaders in
Kerala said on condition of
anonymity that situation in
God’s Own Country was  not
conducive for investment or
expansion.

“When trade union lead-
ers call the shots on issues like
who should be included in the
list of workers and who should
be kept away, it is a signal to
the entrepreneurs to move
out,” said a senior corporate.
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Veteran actor and thespian
Vikram Gokhale — known

for his stellar performances in
films like Mazrathi film
“Natsamrat” and films like
“Hum Dil De Chuke Sanam”,
“Bhool Bhulaiyaa”, “Agneepath”
and “Khuda Gawah” —  died at
the Deenanath Mangeshkar
Hospital in Pune on Saturday.

He was 77 and is survived
by his wife and two daughters.

A versatile actor who acted
in films, dramas and television
serials  in both Hindi and
Marathi languages, Gokhale
had acted in more than eighty
films, more two dozen televi-
sion serials and innumerable
plays in a career lasting for
nearly five decades.

Gokhale had been admit-
ted to the Deenanath
Mangeshkar Hospital in Pune
earlier this week. His condition
had deteriorated during the last
few days.  He was on ventila-
tor support for a few days. At
one stage, a rumour had spread
that he had passed away, a news
report that his family members
denied. 
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For a brief moment after
Saudi Arabia’s Salem

Aldawsari fired a ball from just
inside the penalty box into the
back of the net to seal a World
Cup win against Argentina,
Arabs across the divided West
Asia found something to cele-
brate. 

Such Arab unity is hard to
come by and fleeting when it
arrives. But Qatar’s hosting of
the World Cup has provided a
moment where many in the
Arab world have rallied by
Doha and the Saudi team’s
win.  “All Arabic countries are
celebrating because one Arab
team won,” said 27-year-old
Saudi Rakan Yousef after Arab
fans congratulated him in
Doha, Qatar, on the Green
Falcons’ win. 

“Even the emir of Qatar
attended our match. ... There’s
this feeling now that we are all
brothers. That’s why I’m
speechless.”

The Arab world’s division

start even with the Arabic lan-
guage. Spoken Arabic changes
regionally, with the Berber-
infused Arabic of North Africa,
the rapid-fire Egyptian heard in
movies and television come-
dies, the soft Levantine drawl
and the guttural dialect of the
Gulf Arabs. 

Religion is another differ-
entiator — there are Muslims,
both Sunni and Shia with sub-
groups within, and minority
Christians, Druze, Baha’i and
others. Different views on reli-
gion and regional rivalries
bleed into conflicts, such as the
ongoing war in Yemen. Oha

But despite an attempt by
al-Qaida to stir up extremists,
the month-long World Cup in
energy-rich Qatar so far has
seen unity among the Gulf
Arab nations. Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammed bin
Salman and Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah el-Sissi, the heads
of state in two countries that
only some two years ago had
boycotted Qatar, attended the
tournament’s opening match.

Dubai’s ruler, Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, called Qatar’s host-
ing of the tournament “a
milestone for all Arabs” and
also attended the opening.
That feeling was shared by
others as well.

“We are proud to be here
for the first World Cup in an
Arabic country,” Morocco
coach Walid Regragui said. 

Jordan’s Foreign Minister
Ayman Safadi  s imilarly
praised Qatar while dismiss-
ing the criticisms of journal-
ists — and by extension,
rights groups.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Saturday said the

Constitution is a commitment,
pledge, and belief that has
made India the “Mother of
Democracy” and maintained
that the judiciary is taking
many steps to ensure timely
justice.

Speaking at the
Constitution Day celebrations
in the Supreme Court,  Modi
said the entire world is looking
at India which is witnessing
rapid development and eco-
nomic growth.

“We the People in the
Preamble of the Constitution is
a commitment, pledge and
belief that has made India the
Mother of Democracy,” said the
Prime  Minister. He also stat-
ed, “Laws are being made eas-
ier and accessible for the com-
mon citizens and the judiciary
is taking many steps to ensure
timely justice.”

Modi launched new initia-
tives under the e-court project,
which provides services to lit-

igants, lawyers and the judi-
ciary through information and
communication technology-
enabled courts. The initiatives
launched by Modi included
“virtual justice clock”, “JustIS”
mobile app 2.0, digital court
and “S3WaaS”. 

“‘We the people’ in the
Preamble is a call, an oath and
a trust”, Modi said, adding
that “in the modern time, the
Constitution has embraced all
the cultural and moral emo-
tions of the nation”.

He said, “Identity of India
as the mother of democracy
needs to be further strength-

ened”.  Since 2015, Constitution
Day is being celebrated on
November 26 to commemorate
the adoption of the
Constitution of India by the
Constituent Assembly in 1949.

The Prime Minister also
noted the importance of the
Constitution Day in the year of
the Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsava.
He paid tributes to Babasaheb
Dr BR Ambedkar and all the
members of the Constituent
Assembly. 

Remembering the dark
day in the history of India
when the country is celebrat-
ing the momentous occasion of

Constitution day, the Prime
Minister recalled that on
November 26, India faced the
biggest terrorist attack in its
history by the enemies of
humanity.  Modi paid his trib-
utes to the ones who lost their
lives in the dastardly Mumbai
attacks.  

Crediting the Constitution
for the success, the Prime
Minister referred to the first
three words of the Preamble,
‘We the People’, saying,  “This
spirit of the constitution is the
spirit of India, that has been
the mother of democracy in
the world.” 
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Porbandar: Two jawans of the
CRPF were killed and two oth-
ers were injured after their
colleague opened fire over
some issue in a village near
Porbandar in Gujarat on
Saturday evening, officials said. 
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T he Conference of Parties (CoP),
better known as CoP27, organized
by the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) secretariat at Sharm

El-Sheikh in Egypt ended on November 20

with the adoption of a declaration for the

creation of a fund for providing
compensation to the poor nations facing the

vagaries of climate change and extreme

weather conditions due to the past emissions

of the rich nations.  The negotiating teams

and others are touting it as a historical deal,

but that is a far-fetched claim.  
This declaration at best is a face-saving

deal for the consumption back home for

people of these poor nations facing the wrath

of climatic vagaries. The developed countries,

however, have resisted these calls, fearing

opening up a floodgate for compensation

claims but ultimately agreed with no surety

to adhere to their commitments. 
On average, $4000 was needed for one

person for a week to attend the CoP.
Understandably, many young activists could

not attend the Conference due to a lack of

funds, and few bothered to raise their voices.

However, the CoP opened with most

heads of state and leaders heading the
country delegations speaking with strong

feelings on taking action for the survival of

the human race and pleading forcefully

against complacency. The UN secretary

general António Guterres delivered one of

his best speeches yet when he exhorted the

world leaders that “We are on a highway to

climate hell with our foot on the accelerator”.

He asked the countries to “cooperate or

perish”. 
The CoP 27 came after the world had

faced the Covid-19 pandemic which many

scientists blame on the abuse of nature by

humans, a fact  clearly visible during the

lockdown period when we all noticed clear

Himalayan peaks from Delhi as the sky

became clear and the wild elephants started

roaming on urban roads they never visited

before. After Covid-19,  when the Russia-

Ukraine war pushed the global oil and gas

prices and the natural disasters world faced,

it was expected that climate change would be

taken seriously by the world community. But

the negotiators from powerful countries did

not change much as is evident from the

deliberation at the end of CoP 27.
From the point of view of professional

analysts considering the past actions on the

commitments of the developed world this

so-called deal is a vacuous statement at best.

The deal stipulates that a mechanism will be

established for the creation of funds for

helping the least developed countries affected

by the climatic vagaries like Maldives etc.

The proposal includes mobilization of funds

from private sources also. The document has

clearly ruled out India getting any share of it

rather it is expected to contribute in the

fund. It does not fix any quota for the
developed countries nor fixes a time frame

for its implementation. The skepticism is

arising because of the complete failure of the

developed world led by the United States and

European Union in meeting their previously

agreed commitments of $100 billion in
support to the poor nations on the flimsy

ground and specious arguments like
accounting procedures and lack of funds.

The approach of the developed world all

through in all CoPs is to blame India and

China for being the biggest emitters
conveniently forgetting the havoc they
wrecked on nature during the past more than

150 years and more. In 2021, China
accounted for the highest 25% (15 billion

metric tonnes) of global CO2 emission
followed by the USA accounting for 11% (5

billion Metric tonnes) of the global total.

The European Union emits around 2.8
billion metric tonnes. India’s emission in

2021 was 2.7 billion metric tonnes which is

around 7.5 % of the global emissions. The

per capita fossil CO2 emissions in 2021 were

1.3 tC per person per year for the globe and

were 4.0 (USA), 2.2 (China), 1.7 (EU27), and

0.5 (India) tC per person per year for the

four highest CO2 emitting countries.
India will surpass China in population in

2023, but it cannot be equated with China in

funding for climate change considering the

country’s relatively low emissions. India's

contribution to historical cumulative CO2

emissions is 3%, whereas the US. On the

other hand, the EU  contributed 25% and

17% respectively to total fossil CO2
emissions from 1850 to 2019. China
contributed 13%, the Russian Federation 7%,

and Indonesia and Brazil 1%.
Thus there is no equity, justice or fairness

in global climate change talks. The climate

change negotiations, therefore, for most

developing countries like India are proving a

wastage of money and efforts as nothing

concrete except our statements befor h

world leaders on our a hNationall

energy we are generating and how much

trees we are planting and what is our road

map for achieving net-zero emission by the

year 2070. The agreement on the creation of

funds to support the poor nation is just

recognition by the developed world after

protracted negotiations of their responsible

for past emissions. Now, therefore, the issue

should be taken up vigorously by the
developing countries in all forums and India

should launch diplomatic networking to

safeguard its interests and the interests of the

developing world for climate justice.
India and other developing countries in

the CoP 27 meet had rightfully raised the

issue of the gradual elimination of all kinds

of fossil fuels. Thankfully, the developed

world supported this, but the Russian and

Saudi Arab vehement opposition blocked ti

further progress. The Indian negotiators

citing the Sixth Assessment Report of the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

had told the Egyptian CoP27 presidency that

meeting the long-term goal of the Paris

Agreement "requires phase down of all fossil

fuels".
“Selective singling out of sources of

emissions, for either labeling them more

harmful or labeling them 'green and
sustainable' even when they are sources of

greenhouse gases has no basis in the best

available science”, they contended.  
The developed world has been

demanding phasing out the use of coal in

power generation which India and other

countries cannot agree. The developed
world’s hypocrisy is quite apparent on this as

they have developed better alternatives for

coal but on the issue of transfer of
technology, they always duck the question.

So neither they want to part with the
technology nor they are willing to be liberal

on funding the poor nations, yet they want to

assume the leadership role in climate change

dialogue. In a nutshell, the climate change

talks regarding human welfare are proving

bogus and a bore if we assess the progress

since Kyoto Protocol was signed except f

successes obtained throu h
2015.

UN Secretary-General has commented that

only the creation of a loss and damage fund

is not a solution. The World Bank which is

outside the purview of UNFCCD can pitch in

effectively in tackling the fund position if the

US and its European allies are genuinely

committed to treating climate change as a top

global priority and accepting their
responsibility to do climate justice. This was

also a reason why many countries were

pitching for reforms in the World Bank,

which is perceived as having failed to help

with the climate crisis. What is the use of the

World Bank funding poverty and water-

related projects in poor countries when poor

countries sink further into misery due to

climate-related disasters?In several areas, the temperature in India

is already on the rise from 0.8 to even 1

degree Celsius. We have less time for
negotiation and should strive for more time

on action. Many experts feel that India

should hold parallel climate change
negotiations and lead the world.  The
country should formulate some common

action programme so that developing nations

and China look inwards and help each other

with technology and other resources. Efforts

must be made to avoid disasters as the one

Pakistan witnessed recently which wiped

away  13 % of the GDP. Back home the

dreadful memory of the Chennai flood will

haunt for years. We need to declare climate

emergencies in each country and support a

programme to meet the emergency.
In the Indian scenario, we need to declare

water scarcity and its poor management,

agricultural uncertainties, soil degradation,

and natural forest and bio-diversity depletion

as a climatic emergency and emphasize

alternative fuels for our transport and energy

sector. Unplanned waste disposal, poor

investment in natural resources, and
population control must be the focus area in

the overall climate action plan Al
success is excellenttarget
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THE FAILED CoP27

CLIMATE CHANGETHE FAILED CoP27

CLIMATE CHANGE
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Constitution Day observed at ECR
On the occasion of the
73rd anniversary of the
adoption of Indian Con-
stitution, 'Constitution
Day' was organized
today on Saturday in
East Central Railway.
On this occasion,
under the leadership of
Anupam Sharma, Gen-
eral Manager, ECR, the
Preamble of the Constitution was read by the officers
and employees of the Construction Organization Of-
fice, Mahendrughat, Patna. Along with this, a function
was also organized at HQ, Hajipur to celebrate "Con-
stitution Day" in which the Preamble of the Constitution
was read by all the officers and employees. After this,
a webinar was organized on the importance of the Pre-
amble of the Constitution. On the occasion of Consti-
tution Day, a similar function was also organized at all
major stations of ECR including Danapur, Pandit Deen
Dayal Upadhyay, Dhanbad, Sonpur and Samastipur,
including five divisions, units and factories of ECR, in
which the Preamble of the Constitution was read.

CMPDIL observes Constitution Day
CMD, CMPDI Manoj
Kumar, on the occasion
of 'Constitution Day'
read the preamble of
the Constitution to
commemorate the
adoption of the Consti-
tution of India and to
spread the values em-
bedded in the Constitu-
tion among citizens.
Kumar also emphasised on remembering the vision of
the Constitution framers.  RN Jha, D (RD&T); SK Go-
masta, D(T/CRD); Shankar Nagarachari, D (T/ES);
Ajay Kumar, D (T/P&D), AK Rana, Sr.Advisor (Mining),
GMs/HoDs, employees from CMPDI(HQ) and RI-III
were present and repeated the preamble after Kumar.

Happy Street poster Launched in Bokaro
Under the aegis of
India’s First Global
Active city Bokaro on
November 27, the
road from Gandhi
Chowk to Bokaro
Mall will be closed for
one-way traffic for
two hours in the
morning for the cam-
paign and event
called Happy Street which will be launched by Director
In-charge BSL Amarendu Prakash for the first time in
the history of Bokaro . It is noteworthy that for the event
the preparation is getting done on war basis in Town-
ship and one can say Bokaro is getting its lost glory
back which this city always deserved. Thus, the same
Happy Street event poster got launched to signify the
importance of togetherness which says “Be with some-
one that makes you Happy”. BSL Township Chief who
is also the chairman of Global active city while sharing
this poster said efforts for the events is the Teamwork
of all and we are trying our level best to make the event
a Health awareness message driven consistent pro-
gramme .

Constitution Day Celebrated at CCL
Constitution day was
celebrated in a grand
manner at Central
Coalfield Limited
(CCL) headquarters in
the State Capital on
Saturday. CMD, CCL,
PM Prasad  along with
Director Technical
(Op), RB  Prasad, Di-
rector Technical, (P
and P), B Sairam, Di-
rector (Finance), PK Mishra and a large number of em-
ployees read the preamble of the Indian Constitution.
The Constitution Day or 'Samvidhan Divas' is cele-
brated on November 26 to commemorate the adoption
of the Constitution of India. Speaking on the occasion,
Prasad offered homage to the visionaries who framed
the Indian Constitution. He further added that everyone
should strive to live by the ideals enshrined in the con-
stitution and contribute to the development of the Na-
tion. He stated that the company is committed to fulfill
the energy aspirations of the country. Floral tributes
were offered to Dr BR Ambedkar by the CMD, CCL,
functional directors and other employees. A guest lec-
ture was also delivered by Professor Central University,
Jharkhand, Dr Rajesh Vishwaksen. GM Legal, Partha
Bhattacharjee and his team played an important role
in the success of the program.

Celebration of constitution Day at SCS
The Heritage Club of
Surendranath centenary
School organized a pro-
gramme on Constitution
Day on 26th of November
2022 to commemorate
the adoption of the Con-
stitution of India. The ac-
tivities conducted in the
school aimed at highlighting the values and principles
enshrined in the constitution. The programme began
with reading of the Preamble by the students. The jun-
ior wing celebrated the day in the form of a special as-
sembly which comprised a short speech ,role play
,teachers talk and open quiz .Children of the senior
wing (class 9) dressed up in the attire of different states
, read out  the fundamental duties and rights of the In-
dian citizens. On this occasion Principal, Samita Sinha
said that constitution day celebration is a tribute to all
the great legends to give India its constitution so it is
our moral responsibility to remember our fundamental
duties.

Constitution Day observed in RRD
DRM Pradeep Gupta ad-
ministered the oath of the
Preamble of the Constitu-
tion of India to all the offi-
cers and employees on
the occasion of Constitu-
tion Day in Ranchi Rail-
way Division Office
premises. After taking the
oath, the DRM, Chief Project Manager (Gati Shakti),
all branch officers, other officers and employees put
their signatures on the Preamble wall. On this occa-
sion, Chief Project Manager (Gati Shakti) Satish
Kumar, ACMS Dr. Manisha Verma, Sr Divisional Per-
sonnel Officer Manik Shankar, Sr DE (Coordination)
Bam Bam Pandey, Sr DCM cum CPRO Nishant
Kumar, Sr DMM Shahid Malik and other officers and
employees were present.

AAP celebrates party’s
Foundation Day
The Jharkhand unit
of the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) today
celebrated the
party’s Foundation
Day across the State
on Saturday; the
AAP was founded on
November 26, 2012.
The Foundation Day
programme of Aam Aadmi Party was celebrated with
great fanfare at Argora Manda ground in Ranchi on
Saturday. About 2000 people were present in the foun-
dation programme. The program was organized by the
Jharkhand State Committee. In the programme, the
Chief Guest State Convenor DN Singh was warmly
welcomed by the women's cell workers with tribal
dance in traditional way.

Constitution Day celebrated in
Lohardaga
On the occasion of
Constitution Day, the
Preamble of the Con-
stitution was read in
various district and
block level offices in-
cluding the Collec-
torate Auditorium.
Under the leadership
of Deputy Commis-
sioner Dr. Waghmare Prasad Krishna, a pledge was
taken. On this occasion, Executive Magistrate Amit
Besra, District Welfare Officer Narayan Ram, Assistant
Director Social Security Alamal Indu Oraon, District Co-
operative Officer AB Kranti, District Information and Sci-
ence Officer Akash Singh, District Agriculture Officer
Shiv Pujan Ram, District Animal Husbandry Officer Dr.
Anoop Kumar, Under Registrar, District Disaster Man-
agement Officer Vibhakar Kumar, along with all other
district level officials and personnel were present. Sim-
ilarly, the Preamble of the Constitution was also read
out in all other offices including the Office of the Sub-
Divisional Officer, Rural Development Agency, Zilla
Parishad, Road Division Lohardaga, Drinking Water
and Sanitation Division, District Superintendent of Ed-
ucation, District Public Relations Office Lohardaga. 

PNS � Ranchi

In view of the dire situation of
drought in Jharkhand the State

Government announced, on Satur-
day that in 226 blocks of 22 dis-
tricts Rs 3500 per person will be
given to the aggrieved farmers on
a ration card under Chief Minister
Drought Relief Scheme
(CMDRS). For this, farmers will
have to apply through the nearest
Pragya Kendra with a token of Re
1.
Addressing a press meet Agricul-
ture Minister, Badal said that Chief
Minister, Hemant Soren and the
State Government is very sensitive
about the drought affected farmers
in the State and we will have to
make all efforts to bring a smile on
the face of the farmers. He said this
after the departmental review
meeting held through video con-

ferencing with the Deputy Com-
missioners and District Agriculture
Officers of all districts. 
Badal said that the State Govern-
ment has submitted the Memoran-
dum of Finance to the Central
Government for financial assis-
tance under the CMDRS. It is ex-
pected that the Central
Government will provide neces-
sary cooperation in this hour of cri-
sis. “The Government has

demanded relief assistance of Rs
9682 crores to the Center under the
Memorandum of Finance,” he
added. He said that every farmer
family or agricultural labourer
having a ration card of the State
should be given benefits under the
CMDRS. He told the departmental
Secretary that among the docu-
ments that are uploaded for the
CMDRS, the compulsion of land
possession certificate should be re-

moved, as well as it should be en-
sured that every farmer whose
name is registered in the ration
card, the benefit of the scheme
should be given.
The Minister also instructed the of-
ficials that in those villages where
people are not able to come to the
block and take advantage of the
schemes, the officials themselves
should go and visit the villages to
spread the benefits of the schemes.
He said check on the ground how
much the seeds being given by the
Government at subsidized rates are
being used and create area-wise
success stories so that a model can
be created.
Badal said that now farmers will
not have to pay a fee of Rs 40 to
CSC or Pragya Kendra for apply-
ing for the benefit of the scheme.
The Government will pay the said
amount. “Many suggestions have
come in the Mukhyamantri
Pashudhan Yojana and many
changes have been made according
to the suggestions, yet success is
not being achieved literally. The
pace of receiving applications
under the livestock scheme is very
slow, which needs to be improved,

as well as expressed displeasure
over the slow implementation of
the scheme in many districts,” he
added.
Agriculture Secretary, Abu Baqr
Siddiqui said that in the districts
where the work of distribution of
livestock has not started or is slow,
the work of distribution should be
done quickly and at a fast pace.
“Send SMS to registered farmers'
mobiles so that the maximum
number of applications is received.
Till now more than 23000 applica-
tions have been received in 18 dis-
tricts which are far away from the
target,” he added. He said that all
the schemes of the Agriculture De-
partment for Agri Smart Village
should be implemented in the vil-
lage so that the village can be rec-
ognized as a model village.
Agriculture Director, Nesha
Oraon, Cooperative Registrar, Mri-
tyunjay Barnwal, Animal Hus-
bandry Director, Shashi Prakash
Jha, Special Secretary, Pradeep
Hazare and Deputy Commission-
ers of various districts and District
Agriculture and Animal Hus-
bandry Officers were present in the
video conferencing.

DROUGHT RELIEF

Rs 3, 500 to be given in 226 blocks under CMDRS: Badal
Govt waves off
Rs 40 fee for
applying for
benefits

Agriculture Minister Badal holds a review meeting with senior
officials at Nepal House in Ranchi on Saturday.     Pix by Vinay Murmu

PNS � Ranchi

On the occasion of ‘Constitution
Day’ Chief Minister Hemant

Soren wrote in a tweet, “The Constitu-
tion of India is the voice of the people
who have been exploited for centuries,
the Constitution is the basis of the rights
of the underprivileged, the Constitution
is the essence of the unity and integrity

of the country, the Constitution is not
just a book but an epic. On the auspi-
cious occasion of Constitution Day
many many best wishes and joy to all.
Jay Birsa. Jay Bheem. Jai Jharkhand.”
On the occasion of Constitution Day, an
oath was administered to the officers
and employees at the Chief Minister's
Secretariat, Kanke Road, Ranchi, to re-
main devoted to the Constitution of

India, faithfully comply with the funda-
mental duties and respect the Constitu-
tional ideals. The oath of Preamble of
the Constitution was administered to all
the officers and employees by the Prin-
cipal Secretary to the Chief Minister,
Rajeev Arun Ekka. On this occasion
Principal Personal Secretary Ramdev
Sharma, Personal Secretary Ramesh
Prasad and all the employees were pres-
ent.
On the occasion of Constitution Day, a
collective oath of allegiance and duti-
fulness to the Constitution of India was
taken in the Soochna Bhavan prem-
ises. The Preamble of the Constitution
was also recited in this oath pro-
gramme. In the programme, all the of-
fice bearers and employees of the
Information and Public Relations De-
partment were administered the oath of
being devoted to the Constitution of
India.
On this occasion, Joint Secretary of the
Information and Public Relations De-
partment Manoj Kumar, Deputy Direc-
tor Shalini Verma, Deputy Director
Mukul Lakra, Under Secretary Sanjay
Kumar, Assistant Director Sunita Dhan
and other officials and employees were
present.

Constitution is basis of rights of the oppressed, deprived: CM

IPRD officers and staff during Constitution Day celebrations in Ranchi on
Saturday. Constitution Day is observed on Nov 26.                            PNS 

PNS � Ranchi

On the occasion of Constitution
Day, a collective oath of allegiance

and devotion to the Constitution of
India was taken at ATI Auditorium on
Saturday. The Preamble of the Consti-
tution was also read out in the oath pro-
gram. In the program, the preamble of
the Constitution was read under the
leadership of Deputy Commissioner
(DC), Rahul Kumar Sinha in the pres-
ence of senior officials of various de-
partments and collectorate personnel.
Sinha administered the oath to remain
devoted to the Constitution of India to
the present office bearers and employ-
ees. Director TRI, Ranendra Kumar
and other officials, employees were
present in the programme.
Officers and personnel to make India a
sovereign, socialist, secular, demo-
cratic republic and to ensure justice,
social, economic and political, free-
dom of thought, expression, belief, re-
ligion and worship, equality of status
and opportunity to all its citizens. To
achieve and promote among them the
fraternity which ensures the dignity of
the individual and the unity and in-
tegrity of the Nation, with a firm re-

solve to adopt, enact and surrender the
Constitution.
On the occasion Sinha said that this
day reminds us that the great freedom
fighters of the Country sacrificed their
lives and gave us an independent
India. All the people who have done
their duty in making the whole consti-
tution must have kept the future in
mind that what things will be needed
in the coming India, from this point of
view our constitution fulfills all the
ideals, he added.

The DC said that on this day every cit-
izen of India has the right to equality,
it is a fundamental right. He said that
all the points of the constitution should
be followed by all people of the Coun-
try. While congratulating everyone on
Constitution Day, he said that today on
the occasion of Constitution Day, let
us all take a pledge that we will dis-
charge our duties with full honesty and
conscientiousness and do our bit in the
interest of the Country, State, district,
village and our society.

DC administers oath of allegiance and devotion to Constitution

Ranchi DC Rahul Kumar Sinha holds a meeting with officers at his office
in Ranchi on Saturday.                                                                        PNS

PNS � Ranchi

On the third day of
the expo utsav, or-

ganised by JCI, Ranchi
from November 24 to
28 at Morhabadi
Ground in the Capital
City, there was a huge
crowd of customers in
Morhabadi. Everyone
was eager to attend the
expo. The stall holders
looked very happy and
are getting good busi-
ness.
In the morning the chil-
dren of DAV Nandaraj
School were also introduced
to the expo by the school.
And the children also saw
everything well and then
also enjoyed the 'Fungola'
for the children made in the
amusement park.
Apart from this, every day
some or the other event has
been happening for the peo-
ple in the expo. Friday's
expo treasure hunt was one
of those which was done
very well. Team 'Riders'
won the Expo Treasure Hunt
title. Komal Arora got the
title of Best Mom in today's
Healthy Baby & Mom show.
Healthy Baby Show was
held in 3 categories in age 0-
1 Hriday Agarwal got first
position, Vedansh got sec-
ond position and Reyansh
Sengupta got third position.
In age group 1-2, Gravit Jain
stood first, Shanvi second

and Vihana third. In age 2-3,
Ishita got first, Dwisita got
second and Ayansh got
third.Voice of Expo is also
going to be held today.
Today all the preparations
have been completed for
midnight carnival also. To-
morrow's events to be held
in the expo are painting
competition, fancy dress
competition, dance competi-
tion.
This year, Apna Ghar has
been introduced in the expo,
in which care has been taken
to get whatever you want to
buy for your home. Even
Apna Ghar has stalls of
many famous real estate
dealers of the city where you
can buy your favorite house.
After this, there is a furniture
zone in the expo, where you
will find the cheapest and
best furniture items for your
home at the lowest prices.

Customers flock JCI Expo
Utsav during weekend

People visit at a stall during on-
going EXPO Utsav-2022 after it
opened for the common
masses post COVID pandemic,
at Morhabadi Ground in Ranchi
Saturday.                            PNS

AVINASH ANJAN     
� HAZARIBAG

Diversified Adani
Group’s corporate

social responsibility
arm Adani Foundation
is planning to
strengthen its presence
in Jharkhand to drive
initiatives for educa-
tion, sustainable livelihood,
health, community infra-
structure and empowerment.
It is already operating in
Godda and expanding its
presence in Hazaribag.
This month, 25 women
from Hazaribagh visited
Surguja district of Chhattis-
garh to understand Adani
Foundation’s CSR initia-
tives that are empowering
and benefitting locals in a
tribal district. Recently, The
Foundation identified 10
students from Hazaribagh
to train them at the state-of-
the-art Adani Skill Devel-
opment Center in Surguja
district of Chhattisgarh
where they were also pro-
vided a cost-free hostel fa-
cility and food. Further, the
Centre also helped them to
get a job in a Pune-based
company.
Adani Group’s commercial
mining project in
Gondalpura Panchayat
under Barkagaon block is
planned for becoming oper-
ational by the end of 2023.
Recently, the district ad-

ministration had also suc-
cessfully organised gram
sabhas for this mining proj-
ect. Adani Group’s increas-
ing investment in
Hazaribagh and Jharkhand
will further improve em-
ployment opportunities and
CSR initiatives for the lo-
cals. Adani Foundation cov-
ers close to 40 lakh
beneficiaries in 2,409 vil-
lages across 16 states in
India.
In the past few months,
Adani Foundation has stud-
ied and surveyed Hazaribag
district to identify the prior-
ity areas of intervention. It
includes exposure visits of
women to Chhattisgarh, ren-
ovation of wells, installation
of solar streetlights, animal
health camps, mega health
camps and augmenting in-
frastructure and equipment
at health sub-centers of
Gondalpura. Meanwhile,
Adani Foundation has al-
ready organised a series of
CSR programmes in Balo-
dar, Gali, Gondalpura,
Hahe, and Phulang villages
of Barkagoan Block.

Adani Foundation to strengthen
its presence in Jharkhand

PNS � Jamshedpur 

Tata Steel's Noamundi
Iron Mine and Kata-

mati Iron Mine organised
Publicity and Propaganda
event, as a part of 60th
Annual Metalliferous
Mines Safety Week Com-
petition 2022 held under
the aegis of Directorate Gen-
eral of Mines Safety
(DGMS), Chaibasa region
at ME school grounds  Noa-
mundi  on Friday.
Working models on safety in
mines and sites were dis-
played by educational insti-
tutions and leading mining
equipment manufacturers.
More than 45 teams partici-
pated in the event to show-
case their commitment to a
zero-harm culture.
Altaf Hussain Ansari, Direc-
tor of Mines Safety,
Chaibasa Region graced the
event as chief guest in the
presence of Atul Bhatnagar,
GM (OMQ), Tata Steel and
other representatives from
various mines and other dig-

nitaries.
Models on automated and
digital interventions in im-
plementing safety features
were the main attraction in
the day-long event. Working
models having features of
advanced technological
safety solutions attracted the
inspecting team as well as
the visitors. 
Speaking on the occasion
Altaf Hussain Ansari said,
“Prioritising safety inside
and outside mines is one of
the most important parame-
ters. By strengthening the
safety framework at sites
and setting benchmarks in
implementing safety solu-
tions, we will be able to
maintain a zero-harm culture
among us.”

Tata Steel Observes Annual Metalliferous
Mines Safety Week at Noamundi
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The Central Information
Commission has said the

1993 Supreme Court order
allowing remuneration to
imams in mosques was in "vio-
lation of the Constitution" and
besides setting a "wrong prece-
dent", has become a point of
unnecessary political slugfest
and social disharmony.

I n f o r m a t i o n
Commissioner Uday
Mahurkar, while hearing an
RTI application filed by an
activist demanding details of
salaries to imams by the Delhi
government and the Delhi
Waqf Board, also observed
that the order violated consti-
tutional provisions that say
"taxpayers money will not be
used to favour any particular
religion".

The Supreme Court in
1993 on a petition from the All
India Imam Organisation had
directed the waqf board to

give remuneration to imams in
mosques managed by it.

He has directed that a copy
of his order be sent to the
Union law minister with suit-
able action to ensure enforce-
ment of provisions of articles 25
to 28 of the Constitution in let-
ter and spirit to keep all reli-
gions on par in terms of
monthly remuneration to
priests of different religions at
the cost of the public exchequer
-- both central and states -- and
also other matters.

"Further with regard to
the judgment by the Supreme
Court in the case between the
'All India Imam Organisation
and ... Vs Union Of India And
Ors' on 13 May, 1993, that
opened the doors to special
financial benefits from public
treasury to only imams and
muezzins in mosques, the com-
mission observes that the high-
est court of the country in pass-
ing this order acted in violation
of the provisions of the

Constitution, particularly
Article 27, which says tax pay-
ers money will not be used to
favour any particular religion,"
Mahurkar said.

"The commission notes
that the said judgment sets a
wrong precedent in the coun-
try and has become a point of
unnecessary political slugfest
and also social disharmony in
the society," the information
commissioner said.

He also directed the Delhi
Waqf Board to pay a compen-
sation of Rs 25,000 to RTI

activist Subhash Agrawal for
the loss of time and resources
in chasing the response to his
application. The activist was
not being able to get a satis-
factory response to his appli-
cation.

"It is necessary to go into
the history when it comes to
giving special religious benefits
to the Muslim community by
the State. A religious (Islamic)
nation Pakistan was born out
of the demand of a section of
Indian Muslims for partition of
India along religious lines.

Despite Pakistan choosing to be
a religious (Islamic) nation,
India chose a Constitution
guaranteeing equal rights to all
religions," Mahurkar said.

"It is necessary to note
here that it was the policy of
giving special benefits to the
Muslim community before
1947 that played a key role in
encouraging pan-Islamic and
fissiparous tendencies in a sec-
tion of Muslims, ultimately
leading to the nation's parti-
tion," he said.

So giving remuneration to
imams and others only in
mosques, amounts to "not just
betraying the Hindu commu-
nity and members of other
non-Muslim minority reli-
gions, but also encouraging
pan-Islamist tendencies
amongst a section of Indian
Muslims which are already
visible", the information com-
missioner said.

Steps such as giving special
religious benefits to the Muslim

community only like the one
taken up in the present matter,
in fact, severely affects inter-
faith harmony as they invite
contempt for the Muslims as a
whole from a section of ultra
nationalist population,
Mahurkar said.

He said the Delhi Waqf
Board (DWB) gets an annual
grant of around Rs 62 crore
from the Delhi government
while its own monthly income
from independent sources is
just around Rs 30 lakh.

"So the monthly honorar-
ium of Rs 18,000 and Rs 16,000
being given to the imams and
muezzins of DWB mosques in
Delhi is being paid by the
Delhi government virtually
from the taxpayer's money
which in turn is in sharp con-
trast with the example quoted
by the appellant in which the
priest of a Hindu temple is get-
ting a paltry Rs 2,000 per
month from the trust control-
ling the said temple," he said.

Mahurkar said those who
justify such steps in the name
of protection to religious
minorities raise a question that
if a particular religious minor-
ity has a right to protection, the
majority community too has a
right to protection in a multi-
religious country where it is
incumbent that the rights of the
members of all religions are
protected equally in the inter-
est of inter-faith harmony and
unity of the nation.

He said Delhi Waqf Board
initially denied salaries to
imams but later in a revised
reply said it is only an hono-
rarium, not a salary.

"The commission observes
that there was a clear attempt
to hide the information in the
initial period by a play of
words which showed complete
lack of transparency on the part
of the respondent authorities in
a case which in turn affects the
provisions of the Constitution,
and also social harmony and

uniform applicability of laws
for all religions in keeping
with the constitutional direc-
tion that citizens of all religions
be treated equally," he said.

Mahurkar directed the
Delhi Waqf Board and the
office of the Delhi Chief
Minister to provide responses
to the RTI application of
Agrawal.

The orders of the commis-
sion, the highest body to decide
appeals and complaints under
the RTI Act, are often chal-
lenged in high courts through
writ petitions.

The government through
an amendment in the RTI Act
had diluted perks, salaries and
tenure of information com-
missioners from being on par
with central election commis-
sioners or to that of bureaucrats
serving at their pay scale. The
fixed tenure of five years given
to an information
Commissioner in the RTI Act
was also reduced to three years. 
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The Border Security Force
(BSF) on Saturday shot

down a drone coming from
Pakistan along the frontier in
the Amritsar Sector.

At about 7.45 pm on
Saturday, the BSF troops
deployed at the border heard
the buzzing sound of a sus-
pected drone entering from
Pakistan into the Indian side in
Daoke village under Amritsar.

“As per drill, the troops
tried to intercept the suspect-
ed drone by firing. Bullet hit the
Drone due to which it fell
down on the ground. The
whole area was cordoned off
and police as well as con-
cerned sister agencies were
informed,” the BSF said in a
statement.

During the initial searches,
the BSF party recovered one
quadcopter DJI Matrice 300
RTK (Chinese drone) in par-
tially damaged condition lying
in the farming field ahead of
border fencing near Daoke vil-
lage.

“Alert troops of BSF were
once again able to capture a
drone and foiled smuggling
attempt, '' the paramilitary
said.

Before the latest incident,
Punjab has witnessed 215
flights this year. In Jammu,
about 22 drone flights have
been noticed.

The BSF detected about 79
drone flights along the India-
Pakistan international border
in 2020 which jumped to 109
last year and more than dou-
bled this year with 267 sight-
ings.

BSF Director General
Pankaj Kumar Singh has been

record saying the paramilitary
has been "bombarded" by the
onslaught of drone flights from
across the Pakistan border on
the western front, and instances
of unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) or drones bringing
drugs, arms and ammunition
more than doubled in 2022 in
contrast to the previous year.

To tackle the menace, the
BSF has established a state-of-
the-art drone forensics labora-
tory at a camp here to study the
flight patterns and take reme-
dial measures. Earlier, the DG
had said the results of the
drone forensics lab have been
encouraging
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Leading the Bharat Jodo
yatra, former Congress

president Rahul Gandhi on
Saturday asserted he will walk
on the road to unity till every
word of it is upheld. The day is
being observed as Constitution
Day to commemorate the
adoption of the Constitution of
India by the Constituent
Assembly in 1949.

"I will walk that road long
enough until every word of our
Constitution is upheld, and
every citizen stands protected
by fairness and justice," Rahul
Gandhi said on Twitter. 

Congress president
Mallikarjun Kharge said the
Constitution is a means of liv-
ing and its spirit remains the
same always, while party leader 

Kharge recalled the words
of Babasaheb Ambedkar to
say, "The Constitution is not
just a document of lawyers, but
it is a means of living and its
spirit remains the same always." 

"We remember the valu-
able contribution of all the

great leaders of the Constituent
Assembly. Best wishes to all the
citizens of the country on
Constitution Day," the
Congress chief said in a tweet
message.

November 26 is observed
as Constitution Day since 2015.
Earlier, the day was observed as
Law Day. Congress chief
spokesperson Jairam said the
Sangh Parivar and Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) ignored or
misused the Constitution but
are now indulging in the "gim-
mick" of celebrating
Constitution Day.

Since 2015, November 26 is
observed as Constitution Day
to commemorate the adop-
tion of the Constitution by the
Constituent Assembly in 1949.
Earlier, the day was observed as
Law Day.

"The (Rashtriya
Swayamsevak) Sangh and BJP
have absolutely no faith in the
Constitution," said Ramesh
amid his party's Bharat Jodo
Yatra which was passing
through Manihar in Madhya
Pradesh's Khargone district.

"These people, who ignore

and misuse the Constitution,
are today involved in the gim-
mick of celebrating
Constitution Day," said
Ramesh, Congress's media
head. The ideology to which
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
belongs played no role in the
framing of the Constitution, he
said. "After Independence, the
Sangh and Hindu Mahasabha
were against the Constitution,”
he claimed.
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Former Congress chief Rahul
Gandhi on Saturday inter-

acted with a woman ragpicker
as his Bharat Jodo Yatra passed
through a town in Khargone
district of Madhya Pradesh
during which she told him
about the issues she and her
family faced, including lack of
basic amenities such as elec-
tricity and water. 

Congress general secretary

in-charge of Uttar Pradesh
Priyanka Gandhi along with
her husband Robert Vadra and
son Raihan , who were sched-
uled to participate for two
days in the Yatra, continued
even on third day on Saturday. 

The yatra reached Mhow,
the birthplace of Dr. Babasaheb
Ambedkar in the evening.

After an overnight halt,
the yatra began from Mortakka
in Khandwa district in the
morning. When it was passing
through Barwaha town in

Khargone, Rahul Gandhi met
45-year-old ragpicker Shannu
and her family members, who
were part of the crowd stand-
ing along the road.

“We are poor and make a
living through ragpicking at
various places. We live in a hut,
which doesn't even have elec-
tricity and water," she told
Rahul Gandhi during their
interaction. The woman and
her family members said that
their voice was not being
heard. 
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The Congress on Saturday
welcomed the Election

Commission's (EC) action in
Karnataka over the voter-fraud
charges made by it and said to
maintain the sanctity of
democracy and free-and-fair
elections, the poll panel's probe
has to cover all 28 constituen-
cies in and around Bengaluru
and not just three.

Congress general secretary
in-charge of Karnataka
Randeep Surjewala also
demanded an FIR against Chief
Minister Basavaraj Bommai
and the chief commissioner of
the Bruhat Bengaluru
Mahanagara Palike (BBMP),
who is the electoral officer of
the constituencies where voters'
data was allegedly collected by
a private firm and additions
and deletions were made in the
electoral rolls.

"The Congress welcomes
the swift action by ECI on our
complaint of 'VoteFraud' in
Karnataka, but for maintaining
the sanctity of democracy, ECI
cannot confine its
inquiry/action to just three
assembly seats of Bengaluru,"
Surjewala wrote on Twitter.

He alleged that the "king-
pin" of the "voter fraud", who
is responsible for the denial of

the "right to vote" to
Kannadigas is none other than
Bommai and also hit out at the
BBMP chief commissioner.

"FIR must be lodged by
ECI against them for a fair
enquiry to take place," The
Congress leader said.

He alleged that Chilume
Trust and Chilume Enterprises
were authorised by the
Bommai government to collect
voters' data for all 28 Assembly
constituencies in and around
Bengaluru.

"They have illegally col-
lected voter personal data and
uploaded it to a private app.
Any fair enquiry in VoteFraud
by ECI has to cover all 28
assemblies," Surjewala said in
a series of tweets.

The Rajya Sabha MP said
Chilume hired nearly 10,000
employees, sub-contracted the
data collection work to multi-
ple agencies and the voters' data
was "illegally stolen".

"Crores were pumped in.
Where did the money come
from? Who funded this illegal
operation? ECI has to enquire
the brazen hijacking of democ-
racy," the Congress leader said.

Surjewala alleged that new
revelations disclose that
Chilume's "fat cat", Ravikumar,
had also received payments
from the BJP-led Centre in the
bank accounts of innocent vil-

lagers and withdrawn the same,
indicating a huge money-laun-
dering racket and the duping of
the exchequer.

"ECI should investigate
and ask ED/IT to investigate,"
he said.

"Lastly, all the above is
imperative for retaining the
very sanctity of democracy,
for the Bommai government's
sinister plan to corrupt the elec-
toral process has been caught
red handed.

"Onus is on ECI and each
one of us to defend democra-
cy and every Kannadiga's 'right
to vote'," the Congress general
secretary said.

The EC ordered the sus-
pension of two additional dis-
trict electoral officers on Friday
and directed for a review of the
deletions and additions in the
voter lists of three Assembly
seats in Karnataka.

This followed allegations of
"electoral fraud" in the state by

the Congress.
The poll watchdog also

directed the chief electoral offi-
cer of the southern state to
share a list of all deletions and
additions effected in the elec-
toral rolls of the Shivajinagar,
Chickpet, and Mahadevapura
Assembly seats after January 1,
2022, with all the recognised
political parties so as to enable
them to file claims and objec-
tions.

The commission issued
directions to immediately sus-
pend additional district elec-
tion officers S Rangappa (in
charge of the Shivajinagar and
Chickpet constituencies) and K
Srinivas (in charge of the
Mahadevapura constituency).

The poll panel also ordered
a departmental inquiry against
them. The Karnataka Assembly
polls are slated next year and
the Congress is seeking to
wrest power from the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) in the state.
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Scientists from the Perelman
School of Medicine at the

University of Pennsylvania in
the US have developed an
mRNA-based vaccine against
all 20 known subtypes of
influenza virus, which provid-
ed broad protection from oth-
erwise lethal flu strains in ini-
tial tests.

This may serve as a gener-
al preventative measure against
future flu pandemics in the

near future, according to the
researchers.

The "multivalent" vaccine,
described in a paper published
in Science, uses the same mes-
senger ribonucleic acid
(mRNA) technology employed
in the Pfizer and Moderna
SARS-CoV-2 vaccines.

This mRNA technology
that enabled those Covid-19
vaccines was pioneered at
Penn.

Tests in animal models
showed that the vaccine dra-
matically reduced signs of ill-

ness and protected from death,
even when the animals were
exposed to flu strains different
from those used in making the
vaccine.

"The idea here is to have a
vaccine that will give people a
baseline level of immune mem-
ory to diverse flu strains so that
there will be far less disease and
death when the next flu pan-
demic occurs," said study
senior author Scott Hensley, a
professor of Microbiology at in
the Perelman School of
Medicine.

Influenza viruses periodi-
cally cause pandemics with
enormous death tolls. The best
known of these was the 1918-
19 "Spanish flu" pandemic,
which killed at least tens of mil-
lions of people worldwide.

Flu viruses can circulate in
birds, pigs, and other animals,
and pandemics can start when
one of these strains jumps to
humans and acquires muta-
tions that adapt it better for
spreading among humans.

Current flu vaccines are
merely "seasonal" vaccines that

protect against recently circu-
lating strains, but would not be
expected to protect against
new, pandemic strains, said
researchers. "It would be com-
parable to first-generation
SARS-CoV-2 mRNA vaccines,
which were targeted to the
original Wuhan strain of the
coronavirus," Hensley said.

"Against later variants such
as Omicron, these original vac-
cines did not fully block viral
infections, but they continue to
provide durable protection
against severe disease and

death," he added.
The experimental vaccine,

when injected and taken up by
the cells of recipients, starts
producing copies of a key flu
virus protein for all 20 influen-
za subtypes.

"For a conventional vac-
cine, immunizing against all
these subtypes would be a
major challenge, but with
mRNA technology, it's rela-
tively easy," said Hensley, who
along with his colleagues are
currently designing human
clinical trials.
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President Droupadi Murmu,
Defence Minister Rajnath

Singh, Home Minister Amit
Shah and External Affairs
Minister S Jaishankar on
Saturday paid homage to the
victims of 26/11 Mumbai ter-
ror attacks in 2008.

President Murmu said in a
tweet message, “We share the
enduring pain of their loved
ones and families. Nation pays
homage to the security per-
sonnel who fought valiantly
and made supreme sacrifice in
the line of duty.”

External affairs minister S
Jaishankar paid tribute by shar-
ing a nearly two-minute long
video, highlighting his state-
ments from last month's
memorial event by the UN
Security Council held at
Mumbai's Taj Hotel's lobby.
The hotel was one of the sites
targeted by the terrorists in
2008.

“ Terrorism threatens
humanity. Today, on 26/11,
the world joins India in
remembering its victims.
Those who planned and over-
saw this attack must be
brought to justice. We owe
this to every victim of terror-
ism around the world,”
Jaishankar tweeted along with
the video.

India is working with sev-

eral countries whose citizens
had lost their lives in the 2008
Mumbai Terror Attack, said
External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar, adding that it will
make sure that real perpetra-
tors do not escape.

"It's an occasion where the
entire country remembers it.
I want to underline how
strongly we feel about it and
determined we are to com-
plete the process of justice,"
Jaishankar said.

"Today is the anniversary
of the 26/11 terror attack in
Mumbai. Even after so many
years, the people who planned
and oversaw it have not been
punished. They have not been
brought to justice. This is
something which we give
utmost importance to," the
External Affairs Minister
added.

Defence minister Rajnath
Singh said he “salutes the
memory of all those who lost
their lives in this incident”.
“My heartfelt tributes to the

security personnel who sac-
rificed their lives while fight-
ing this attack. This country
has not forgotten the incident
of 26/11, nor will it ever for-
get,” his tweet read.

Union home minister
Amit Shah also paid his
“heartfelt tributes to those
who lost their lives in the
26/11 Mumbai attacks”.
“I…remember and salute our
brave security personnel who
made the supreme sacrifice
fighting the terrorists. Today
gives a message to the whole
world to fight unitedly against
terrorism,” he tweeted.

The 2008 Mumbai attacks
lasted for four days til l
November 29. Over 150 peo-
ple were killed during these
attacks, which included civil-
ians as well as police person-
nel, and even foreign citizens.
More than 300 people were
wounded in the attacks.

As many as 10 members
of  Lashkar-e-Taiba
(LeT)sneaked into Mumbai
via the Arabian Sea and car-
ried out coordinated attacks
in multiple locations across
the financial capital of India.
Besides Taj  Hotel ,  the
Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus,
the Leopold Cafe,  the
Nariman House and the
Oberoi Trident were other
places where the attacks took
place.
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Union Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar on

Saturday said the  Government
expects "good" production of
agriculture crops in the ongo-
ing rabi (winter-sown) season
on the back of higher sowing
area and favourable soil mois-
ture conditions.

Tomar held a meeting with
senior officials of the ministry
to take stock of the rabi crops
position. He highlighted that
sowing area in rabi season is up
24.13 lakh hectares so far as
compared with the year-ago
period.

Tomar expressed satisfac-
tion that area coverage report-
ed under wheat is 152.88 lakh
hectares so far as compared to
138.35 lakh hectares in the
corresponding period of last
year "For wheat, there is an
increase in area coverage by
14.53 lakh hectares over last
year and this has been the
highest ever since last four
years," the statement said.
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Washington: State-level law
enforcement units created after
2020 presidential election to
investigate voter fraud are look-
ing into scattered complaints
more than two weeks after
midterms but have provided no
indication of systemic problems.
That's just what election experts
had expected and led critics to
suggest that new units were

more about politics than root-
ing out widespread abuses. Most
election-related fraud cases
already are investigated and
prosecuted at the local level.

Florida, Georgia and
Virginia created special state-
level units after the 2020 elec-
tion, all pushed by Republican
governors, attorneys general or
legislatures. (AP) 

Baghdad: Iran's supreme leader
praised paramilitary volunteers
tasked with quashing dissent on
Saturday in a televised address
as dozens of eye doctors warned
that a rising number of demon-
strators have been blinded by
security forces during anti-gov-
ernment protests. Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei addressed members
of the Basij, the volunteer para-

military wing of the elite
Revolutionary Guard, and reit-
erated unsupported claims that
protesters demonstrating coun-
trywide are "tools" of the U.S.
And its “mercenaries." “(The)
Basij should not forget that the
main clash is with global arro-
gance, or the U.S.," Khamenei
said in address marking Basij
week in Iran. (AP) 
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Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen has resigned
ashead of the ruling Democratic Progressive

Party following local election losses suffered by
her party.

Tsai offered her resignation on Saturday
evening, a tradition after a major loss, in a short
speech in which she also thanked supporters.
She said she will shoulder the responsibility as
she had hand-picked candidates in Saturday's
elections.

Voters in Taiwan overwhelmingly chose the
opposition Nationalist party in several major
races across the self-ruled island in an election
Saturday in which lingering concerns about
threats from China took a backseat to more local
issues. Chiang Wan-an, the Nationalist party's
mayoral candidate, won the closely watched seat
in capital Taipei.

will let the world see Taipei's greatness,” he
said in his victory speech on Saturday night.
Other Nationalist party candidates also won
mayoral seats in Taoyuan, Taichung and New
Taipei city.

Not all votes had been formally counted by

the time of his speech, but Chiang and the other
candidates' numerical lead allowed them to
declare victory. Kao Hung-an, a candidate in the
relatively new Taiwan People's Party, won the
mayoral seat in Hsinchu, a city home to many
of Taiwan's semi-conductor companies.
Taiwanese were picking their mayors, city coun-
cil members and other local leaders in all 13
counties and in nine cities. 
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Sri Lanka's Tamil minority
parties who had an intra-

party discussion following
president Ranil
Wickremesinghe's invitation
to talks have agreed to put for-
ward a three-point formula,
including their push for feder-
alism, a Tamil National
Alliance (TNA) source said
on Saturday.

The island nation's all
Tamil political parties based in
the East and the North on
Friday met at the residence of
89-year-old TNA leader
Rajavarothiam Sampanthan to
push for federalism ahead of
Wickremesinghe's proposed
all-party meeting next month
to address the long-held
demand for political autonomy
for the minority community in
the country. The formula
decided in the intra-party
meeting on Friday includes

the proposal to hold the stalled
provincial council elections,
including devolution to the
Tamil regions in formulating a
brand new Constitution, and
put a stop to what they call the
grabbing of lands belonging to
the Tamils by the State.

“The parties will meet
again before meeting the pres-
ident," the TNA source said on
condition of anonymity.
Wickremesinghe on
Wednesday invited all political
parties for talks aimed at end-
ing the Tamil ethnic issue by
February 4 next year— Sri
Lanka's 75th anniversary of
independence from Britain.
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Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba's Nepali
Congress-led ruling coalition on Saturday

maintained its lead in Nepal's parliamentary
elections, winning 77 seats out of the 148
declared.

In the 275-member House of
Representatives, 165 seats will be elected

through direct voting, while the remaining 110
will be elected through a proportional electoral
system. A party or a coalition needs 138 seats
to win a clear majority in the House. 

The Nepali Congress (NC) has won 48 seats
alone under the direct voting system. Its allies
— CPN-Maoist Centre and CPN-Unified
Socialist have won 16 and 10 seats. The
Lokatantrik Samajwadi and Rastriya Janamorcha
have bagged two and one seats respectively.

They all are part of ruling alliance. The
Opposition alliance led by former premier K P
Sharma Oli-led CPN-UML has bagged 46
seats. The CPN-UML has won 38 seats. 

The CPN-UML partners - the Rastriya
Prajatantra Party and Janata Samajwadi Party -
have won five and three seats respectively. The
newly-formed Rastriya Swatantra Party has won
7 seats. Nagarik Unmukti Party, Nepal Workers
and Peasants Party and Janamat Party have
received 3, 1 and 1 seats respectively.

Independent and others have received 13
seats.  Elections to House of Representatives
(HoR) and seven provincial assemblies were held
on Sunday. The counting of votes started on
Monday.
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An international conference
on trade in endangered

species ended Friday in
Panama, with protections
established for over 500 species. 

The measures were
approved by the Convention on
International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora, known by its
initials as CITES. 

The conference agreed to
tighten trade regulations on
sharks targeted by the fin trade
and tiny frogs with translucent
skin.  Global shark populations
are declining, with annual
deaths due to fisheries reaching
about 100 million. The sharks
are sought mostly for their
fins, which are used in shark fin
soup, a popular delicacy in
China and elsewhere in Asia.
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Ukrainian authorities endeav-
oured on Saturday to

restore electricity and water ser-
vices after recent pummelling by
Russian military strikes that
vastly damaged infrastructure,
with President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy saying millions have
seen their power restored since
blackouts swept the war-battered
country days earlier. 

Skirmishes continued in the
east and residents from the
southern city of Kherson head-
ed north and west to flee after
punishing, deadly bombard-
ments by Russian forces in
recent days. The strikes have
been seen as attempts at Russian
retribution against Ukraine's
beleaguered but defiant people
after Ukrainian troops over two
week ago liberated the city that

had been in Russian hands for
many months.“The key task of
today, as well as other days of
this week, is energy," Zelenskyy
said in his nightly televised
address late on Friday. “From
Wednesday to today we have
managed to halve the number of
people whose electricity is cut
off, to stabilize the system.”  

He said, however, that black-
outs continued in most regions,
including Kyiv, the capital. “In
total, more than 6 million sub-
scribers are affected. On
Wednesday evening, almost 12
million subscribers were cut
off,” Zelenskyy added.

He allowed himself a rare
show of pique about how Kyiv
authorities were faring, alluding
to “many complaints” with the
rollouts of “points of invincibil-
ity” — public centers where res-
idents can stock up on food,

water, battery power and other
essentials — in capital. "Please
pay attention: Kyiv residents
need more protection," he said.
“As of this evening, 600,000
subscribers have been discon-
nected in the city. 

Many Kyiv residents were
without electricity for more
than 20 or even 30 hours.” "I
expect quality work from
mayor's office,” he said, alluding
to administration of Mayor
Vitali Klitschko. 

The president and the
mayor have sporadically sparred
since Zelenskyy took office in
2019. Zelenskyy has accused
Klitschko and officials around
him of corruption, while
Klitschko contends the presi-
dent's office has put him under
political pressure. Early Saturday,
the Kyiv municipal administra-
tion said water connections had

been restored throughout city,
but that about 130,000 resi-
dents remain without electrici-
ty.

City authorities said on
Saturday morning that all power,
water, heating and communica-
tion services would be restored
within 24 hours. The scramble
to restore power came as Belgian
Prime Minister Alexander De
Croo met on Saturday with
Zelenskyy in Kyiv. 

De Croo tweeted that
Belgium was “releasing new
humanitarian and military aid,”
but gave no immediate details.
Meanwhile, Ukrainians were
marking the 90th anniversary of
the start of the “Holodomor,” or
Great Famine, that killed more
than 3 million people over two
years as the Soviet government
under Josef Stalin confiscated
food and grain supplies and

deported many Ukrainians. 
German Chancellor Olaf

Scholz marked the commemo-
ration by drawing parallels with
the impact of the war on
Ukraine — a key supplier of
wheat, barley, sunflower oil and
other foodstuffs — on world
markets. 

Exports from Ukraine have
resumed under a UN-brokered
deal but have still been far short
of pre-war levels, driving up
global prices. 

“Today, we stand united in
stating that hunger must never
again be used as a weapon,”
Scholz said in a video message.
“That is why we cannot tolerate
what we are witnessing: The
worst global food crisis in years
with abhorrent consequences for
millions of people – from
Afghanistan to Madagascar,
from Sahel to Horn of Africa.”
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Beijing: China witnessed a
record number of coronavirus
cases for the third consecutive
day on Saturday, with infec-
tions surpassing 35,000 despite
large-scale lockdowns under
the stringent Zero-COVID pol-
icy, triggering rare protests
and clashes with the police.

China on Saturday report-
ed over 34,900 cases, mostly
that of the Omicron variant of
the coronavirus, as officials
went about imposing lock-
downs, shutting people in their
flats to cut the transmission
chain.

China has reported six
deaths – four in Beijing, one in
Henan and another in Sichuan
– this month, its first fatalities
from the virus in six months.
China's social media as well as
Twitter postings by some of the
Chinese showed videos of pub-
lic protests from various places

with people clashing with
police and health officials in
hazmat suits. A large protest
was witnessed in Urumqi, the
capital of Xinjiang province,
where 10 people were killed
and nine injured in a fire two
days ago at an apartment block
that was sealed as part of the
COVID lockdown.

Beijing continues to bear
brunt of lockdown as cases hit
a record high of over 2,600.

Rawalpindi: Pakistan's former
prime minister Imran Khan on
Saturday alleged that "three
criminals", who were behind
the failed assassination attempt
on him early this month, are
waiting to target him again.

Addressing a mega rally of
his Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
party here in this garrison city,
which houses headquarters of
powerful army, Khan said he

had a close encounter with
death and had seen bullets fly-
ing overhead during attack on
him. 

In his first in-person
address to party workers after
failed assassination bid on his
life, Khan alleged that “three
criminals” — who he claimed
were behind the attack on him
— are waiting to take a shot at
him again. (PTI) 
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Chairman of the country's
biggest lender State Bank

of India (SBI) Dinesh Khara on
Saturday asserted that ana-
lysts and broking houses are
praising the financial perfor-
mance of the bank which
reported its highest profits
recently.

For the first time, SBI reg-
istered the highest-ever profits
recorded by any corporate
house, Khara said. 

"In the recent quarterly
results, the bank's profits are
the highest ever. SBI crossed
the highest ever profits record-
ed by any corporate and ana-
lysts and broking houses are
praising this," he said.

In the second quarter of
the current financial year, the

net profit of the lender stood
at Rs 13,265 crore, higher by 74
per cent compared to the pre-
vious similar period.

Naming broking houses,
he said, "Motilal Oswal
Securities had stated SBI is in
a cruising mood. ICICI
Securities said that SBI is fir-
ing on all cylinders".

Khara said that SBI is a
"proxy to the Indian economy.
This is so as the bank gets the
patronage of 47 crore cus-
tomers and is practically a
banker to every household".

With India already becom-
ing the fifth largest economy,
he said perhaps by 2027, the
country would be the third
largest in terms of the size of
the economy.

But, Khara also said that
there is a need for improve-
ment in customer service as
there are many options avail-
able today.

The SBI chairman said
that customer expectations are
changing and the bank needs
to solicit and walk up to their
doorsteps.

"We have improved cus-
tomer service, but have miles
to go. Banking has now
become a knowledge sector.
We need to package offers
what the customers are look-
ing for," he stated.

During the peak of the
pandemic, SBI had rendered
continuous service to the cus-
tomers, he said, adding that
there had also been a shift in
their behaviour in going to the
digital mode. 

"SBI has invested in tech-
nology, and the bank's app
YONO had helped in generat-
ing business and offering ser-
vices in a frictionless manner,"
he added.

Khara said that there is a
need for punctuality in open-
ing up the branches of the bank
as well.
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An Adani Group company
has sought licence for

expanding its power distribu-
tion business into more areas of
Mumbai, including the coun-
try's largest container port
JNPT. In an advertisement pub-
lished in several newspapers in
the city on Saturday, Adani
Electricity Navi Mumbai
(AENM) said it has approached
the Maharashtra Electricity
Regulatory Commission
(MERC) for a distribution
licence in some pockets of the
Mumbai Metropolitan Region
along with its listed parent
Adani Transmission.

The company is aiming to
get licence to distribute power
in areas exclusively served by the
state-owned Mahadiscom in
Mumbai's suburbs Mulund and
Bhandup, and also Thane dis-
trict, Navi Mumbai, Panvel,
Kharghar, Taloja and Uran.

The group, whose assets
include the Adani Ports busi-

ness, is also vying to distribute
power to the country's largest
container port JNPT located
near Navi Mumbai. The paral-
lel distribution licence applica-
tion is the first such move by any
player under the Electricity Act
2003. The application has been
admitted by the MERC on
Friday, following which the
public notice has been issued.

It said the Adani group
will serve over 5 lakh con-
sumers by the end of five years
from grant of licence.

The public notice said
Adani Transmission owns over
99 per cent equity in AENM,

while the listed company's nom-
inees including Pranav Adani
own a marginal holding.

Power industry veterans
Anil Kumar Sardana, Rohit
Soni and Mehul Rupera are
directors of AENM.

Adani Electricity has been
distributing power in Mumbai
for over four years and competes
with Tata Power in the business.
The company, which entered
the fray after an over Rs 18,000-
crore acquisition of the belea-
guered Anil Ambani Group's
Reliance Energy, has not been
able to increase its market share
in the areas it serves.
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The 48th meeting of the
GST Council, chaired by

Union Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman, will be
held on December 17.

"The 48th Meeting of the
GST Council will be held on
17th December, 2022 by video
conference," the GST Council
said in a tweet.  The meeting
would discuss two reports of a
panel of state finance ministers
on levy of GST on casinos,
online gaming and horse rac-
ing and the other on setting up
of GST Appellate Tribunal. 

Besides, a report of the offi-
cers' panel on decriminalisation
of certain provisions of the GST
law too is likely to be taken up
for discussion.
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Proptech firm Square Yards
has entered into the busi-

ness of facilitating investors in
having fractional ownership
of rent-yielding real estate
assets and earn 14-18 per cent
annual return on their capital.

PropsAMC, the asset man-
agement services and data
intelligence arm of Square
Yards, has launched fractional
ownership real estate invest-
ment platform backed by pro-

prietary data and analytical
capabilities, the company said
in a statement.

Square Yards, which is
mainly into brokerage service
of properties and home loans,
is targeting to build USD 1 bil-
lion worth of AUM (Assets
Under Management) of frac-
tional ownership properties
over the next three years.

The minimum ticket size
to participate will be Rs 25 lakh.
Most of its products will not
have any lock-in for investors.

The platform will enable
investors in having fractional
ownership of leased and pre-
leased commercial assets
including warehouses, holiday
homes and schools. It will also
explore opportunities with high
coupon pay-outs on secured
assets in residential space. It
will target cities like Mumbai,
Thane, Pune, Bengaluru,
Gurugram, Noida, Chennai
and Goa.

Many startups and finan-
cial services firms, including
startup hBits and MYRE
Capital, have entered into the
business of enabling fraction-
al ownership.

"India's commercial real
estate market has for long been
dominated by high net-worth
individuals and institutions.
Fractional investing aims to
break this status quo by mak-

ing commercial property
investing affordable for the
average Indian," said Tanuj
Shori, Founder and CEO,
Square Yards.

With Square Yards' frac-
tional ownership real estate
investment programme, he
said, investors can build a
diversified portfolio at a lower
acquisition cost.

"With rental yields of 7-9
per cent per annum, enhance-
ment of yield by rent appreci-
ation of 4-5 per cent and final-
ly the capital appreciation of 5-
8 per cent every three years,
fractional investment is the
reigning instrument of good
faith at present to perform at
14-18 per cent per annum,"
Shori said.
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Senior Congress leader and
Rajya Sabha MP from

Rajasthan Randeep Surjewala
has demanded from the Union
minister for chemical and fer-
tilizers Mansukh Mandaviya to
ensure adequate supply of
urea for the farmers in the
state.

Surjewala wrote a letter to
Mandaviya saying that
Rajasthan was allocated 4.50
lakh metric tonnes of urea by
the central government for
October in the Rabi season
2022-23 but only 2.89 lakh
metric tonnes of urea was
made available by the ministry
of fertilizers.

Similarly, in November
also, against the allocation of
4.50 lakh metric tonnes, only

1.20 lakh metric tonnes of urea
has been supplied by the cen-
tral government till November
10, 2022, he said.

Surjewala said that the
farmers were upbeat for
advance sowing of rabi crops
due to good rainfall this year
but this has been adversely
affected by the shortage of fer-
tilizers in several districts of
the state.

"I have been told that the

government of Rajasthan has
already informed you about
this crisis by writing a letter,
but till now no solution has
been found to this problem,"
he said.

The Congress leader said
that the sowing of mustard and
gram is going on at present in
Rajasthan and the average
area of these two crops is
likely to be 38 lakh hectares
and 22 lakh hectares respec-
tively, for which a minimum of
6 lakh metric tonnes of urea
will be required in November.

He said that if the avail-
ability of fertilizers in sufficient
quantities is not ensured in
time then there will be a deep
crisis in agriculture and farm-
ing and requested to ensure
the availability of fertilizers as
soon as possible.
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India is going to record the
fastest 5G rollout in the

world and it is going to have
the biggest success of the next
-generation telecom service
with the support of the gov-
ernment, a senior Nokia India
official said. 

While speaking at an event
organised by the Foreign
Correspondent Club on Friday
evening, Nokia India Head of
Marketing and Corporate
Affairs, Amit Marwah, with-
out naming China expressed
concern over 'infiltration
equipment' in telecom sector
from neighbouring countries. 

"We (India) are not late,
we are at the right time. In the

rest of the country compared
to other countries where the
ecosystem has to develop. We
have a 5G-ready ecosystem.
We have 10 per cent of smart-
phones in India which are 5G
ready. India is going to witness
the fastest rollout of 5G which
will be at least three times
faster than what we have seen
in 4G," Marwah said. 

The 5G services will pro-
gressively cover the entire
country over the next couple
of years -- Jio promises to do
that by December 2023 and
Bharti Airtel by March 2024. 

Marwah said telecom
manufacturing is becoming
robust in India backed by the
production-linked incentive
(PLI) scheme. 

"We were part of PLI 1.0.
We were one of the only com-
panies that met and exceeded
our target of PLI 1.0. We let
go-off that scheme and let go-
off the incentive of one year
because PLI 2.0 was even
more interesting. Volumes and
scale in India are increasing so
much that you have let go for
one year. We re-applied for PLI
f2.0 and today we are part of
PLI 2.0 which means we are
investing more, adding more
lines and adding more prod-
ucts," he said. 

The PLI scheme offers up
to 20 times incentive on incre-
mental sales of telecom gears
made in India. The govern-
ment has added additional
incentives for designing prod-

ucts in India in the second ver-
sion of the PLI scheme. 

Marwah said that manu-
facturing is on a very positive
note in India across the sectors
but definitely in telecom. 

"The only challenge right
now is the availability of fabs
which are semiconductors.
60-80 per cent of what we
manufacture requires semi-
conductors. That is the area
where we still need to work on.
There is still some kind of
infiltration of equipment in
telecom from neighbouring
countries which need to have
a little more vigilance and
kind of stopping at the cus-
toms," Marwah said. 

Department of Telecom,
Deputy Director General

(Policy) YGSC Kishore Babu
said that the 5G adoption and
applications are expected to be
more diverse in India com-
pared to other countries. 

"However, most of the use
cases across the world remind
us we may have to innovate to
meet most of the require-

ments in the coming months
and years," Babu said. 

Tech Mahindra, Chief
Strategy Officer and Head of
Growth, Jagdish Mitra said 5G
is the biggest opportunity in
technology so far, for India to
bridge what we have typically
referred to as Bharat and India.
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Banking regulator RBI has
put a pause on onboarding

of online merchants by Paytm
Payments Services, even as the
company said it will have no
material impact on its business,
according to a regulatory filing. 

One97 Communications
(OCL), which owns the Paytm
brand, had proposed to trans-
fer the payment aggregator
services business undertaken
by it to Paytm Payments
Services (PPSL) in December
2020 to comply with payment
aggregator (PA) guidelines of
the Reserve Bank of India

(RBI) but the banking regula-
tor had rejected its application. 

The company had re-sub-
mitted the required documents
in September 2021.

Paytm said PPSL has now
received a letter from RBI in
response to an application for
the authorisation to provide PA

services for
online mer-
chants. 

As per the
letter, PPSL is
required to
"Seek neces-
sary approval
for past down-
ward invest-
ment from the
company into
PPSL, to com-
ply with FDI
Guide l ines"
and "not
onboard new
online mer-
chants". 

Paytm, in
the regulatory
filing, said it
can resubmit

the PA application within 120
calendar days.  The company
will not onboard new online
merchants till  the time
approvals remain pending. 

PAs are entities that facili-
tate e-commerce sites and mer-
chants to accept various pay-
ment instruments from cus-
tomers for completion of their
payment obligations without
the need for merchants to cre-
ate a separate payment inte-
gration system of their own. 

According to RBI's PAs
guidelines, a single entity can-
not continue to provide an e-
commerce marketplace along
with payment aggregator ser-
vices and such payment aggre-
gator services must be sepa-
rated from the e-commerce
marketplace business. 

Paytm further said there
were no material observations
from RBI and the move has no
material impact on its business
and revenues since the com-
munication from the central
bank is applicable only to
onboarding of new online mer-
chants. 
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But Berhalter's job is to advance to the
knockout stages.

The draw sets up a match for the
US against Iran on Tuesday for a spot
in the round of 16. Iran beat Wales 2-
0 earlier and sits second in Group B
with three points, one more than the
Americans.

"It sets up our first knockout game
of the World Cup," Berhalter said. "We
win or we're out of the World Cup.
That's going to be the focus for us while
we are preparing the team for the next
game.

"But most importantly, under-
standing the intensity Iran is going to
bring. They played an excellent game
today. Played with ton of spirit will have
to be up for it if we want a chance to
advance."

Southgate, meanwhile, will try to
lift his players. He described them as
dejected following the elating win
against Iran.

And despite the boos, England is
still top of the group with four points.

"It wasn't the best performance, for
sure," said Harry Kane, who came close
to scoring with a stoppage-time head-
er. "Good spells with the ball, but we
didn't quite have the final product.

"We had two or three opportuni-
ties and didn't put it away."
KANE WAIT

Kane, Golden Boot winner from
the 2018 World Cup, is still looking for
his first goal at this tournament.
MUSAH MISS

Yunus Musah, who chose to repre-
sent the US over England, showed
exactly what Southgate is missing out
on with a dominant midfield perfor-
mance.
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Loud jeers rang around the stadi-
um. England's fans were not
happy. The United States had

frustrated them yet again at a World
Cup.

That's three times and counting
that the teams have met on soccer's
biggest stage and England is still wait-
ing for its first win against the
Americans after a 0-0 draw on Saturday.

Coach Gareth Southgate had
reminded his players of that record
beforehand, with the US famously
winning 1-0 in 1950 and playing out a
1-1 draw in 2010. They didn't seem to
heed his warning and didn't respond to
Gregg Berhalter's young and energetic
team.

England beat Iran 6-2 in its open-
ing game in Qatar to justify its status
as one of the tournament favourites. But
it could consider itself fortunate not to
have dropped another match to the US,
after Christian Pulisic hit the crossbar
with a first-half strike and Weston
McKinnie lifted a shot over from eight
yards out.

The England fans had turned up at
the Al Bayt Stadium in anticipation of
celebrating a win and qualification to
the knockout stages with a game to play.

"I want our fans at home to have a
smile on their faces and we haven't quite
managed to achieve that," Southgate
said. "But people are going to react how
they react and I can't let that affect how
I feel about the team or how the team
feels.

"The objective is to qualify and we
have three games to do it."

Frustrating England is one thing.
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Robert Lewandowski at last
scored a goal in a World

Cup match on Saturday, help-
ing Poland beat Saudi Arabia
2-0 and boosting his team's
chances of reaching the knock-
out stages.

Lewandowski shed tears
after scoring in the 82nd
minute. He raced toward the
corner with his arms out-
stretched, then stayed slumped
on the field as teammates
rushed to congratulate him.
He got up, rubbed his face, and
blew a kiss to the crowd.

Arguably one of the best
forwards in the world,
Lewandowski's barren streak
at the World Cup was some-
what puzzling. Now, after five
previous matches at the tour-
nament, it's over.

Lewandowski also set up
the opener in the 40th minute
when he kept the ball in play
after goalkeeper Mohammed

Al-Owais' initial block, then
laid it back for Piotr Zielinski
to knock in.

Lewandowski also hit the
post and Al-Owais denied the
Barcelona player from scoring
another goal late in the match.

Poland was scrambling
for long periods at the
Education City Stadium as
the Saudi team was pushed
forward by enthusiastic fans in
what seemed like a home
game. The frustration was
clear on Lewandowski's face as
Poland's yellow cards mount-
ed.

Saudi Arabia had a chance
to equalize at the end of the
first half but Poland goal-
keeper Wojciech Szczesny
saved Salem Al-Dawsari's
penalty kick. He then blocked
Mohammed Al-Burayk's shot
from the rebound.

Poland will next face
Argentina, while Saudi Arabia
will meet Mexico in their last
Group C games.
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Australia only needed to
avoid defeat to stay in the

World Cup. The Socceroos did
more than that in a 1-0 win over
Tunisia on Saturday.

Mitchell Duke gave Aust-
ralia the lead midway through
the first half with a header and
Australia went on to register its
first win at soccer's biggest event
since a victory over Serbia back
in 2010.

The result means Australia
still has a chance to qualify for
the round of 16, despite losing
4-1 to defending champion
France in their opening match.

France and Australia lead
Group D with three points each,
while Denmark and Tunisia
have one point each.

France was playing Den-
mark later. In the final round of
group games on Wednesday,

Tunisia plays France and Aus-
tralia meets Denmark.

After a scrappy start from
both sides, Australia went ahead
with a play out of the back from
its goalkeeper. Duke collected
the goalkeeper's pass near mid-
field and made a quick touch to
set Craig Goodwin down the left
flank and Duke then sprinted
forward to nod Goodwin's
deflected cross into the far cor-
ner. Duke celebrated by making
a J' with his fingers in a tribute
to his son, Jaxson, who was in
the stands.

The goal quieted the large
contingent of red-clad Tunisia
fans among the crowd of 41,823
inside Al Janoub Stadium, and
sent the small pockets of
Australian supporters dressed in
yellow into delirium.

Tunisia impressed when it
held European Championship
semifinalist Denmark to a 0-0

draw in its opener but only occa-
sionally threatened against
Australia until the Aussies sat
back and defended toward the
end.

Australia had also gotten off
to an early 1-0 lead over France
in its opener but then was out-
played in a loss which it blamed
on a series of defensive errors.

There were fewer errors
this time, and some timely inter-
ventions, too - none bigger than
a last-gasp sliding clearance
from center back Harry Souttar
to block Mohamed Dräger's
dangerous shot shortly before
halftime. Tunisia is still seeking
to advance from the group stage
for the first time in its sixth
World Cup appearance but now
needs to beat France.

During the second half,
Tunisia fans held aloft a large
Palestinian flag with the words,
"Free Palestine" printed on it.
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When the World Cup draw came
out in April, one of the high-

lights of the group stage was Sunday's
Spain vs Germany at Al Bayt Stadium.

Eight months later, the game
between the two former world cham-
pions and pre-tournament favorites
gained even more prominence thanks
to Germany's surprising loss to Japan
in its opener in Qatar. Another set-
back against Spain this weekend and
Germany may be heading home
early for the second straight World
Cup. A loss - coupled with at least a
draw by Japan against Costa Rica ear-
lier Sunday — will mean elimination
for the four-time champions.

Spain, meanwhile, will be look-
ing to secure its spot in the next stage
and reinforce its status as one of the
top title contenders following an
impressive 7-0 rout of Costa Rica in

its opener.
The signs are not encouraging for

Germany. Its most recent match
against Spain was an embarrassing 6-
0 defeat in the Nations League two
years ago. Its last win against "La Roja"
came in a friendly eight years ago.

Germany won its fourth World
Cup title in 2014 in Brazil but didn't
make it out of the group stage in 2018
after losses to South Korea and
México. It would be the first time it
fails to advance past the group stage
in back-to-back tournaments.

Spain won its lone World Cup in
2010 in South Africa and was elim-
inated in the round of 16 in 2018 in
Russia. A win against Germany will
allow Spain to reach the last 16 if
Costa Rica doesn't defeat Japan.

Expectations around Spain's
young squad were raised after its out-
standing performance against Costa
Rica, when the team reintroduced

"tiki-taka" ball-possession style and
18-year-old Gavi became the
youngest World Cup scorer since Pelé
in 1958.

The seven goals it scored against
Costa Rica matched Spain's tourna-
ment total from Russia in 2018.

"The result gives us a big boost,"
Spain coach Luis Enrique said. "But
now we have to play against a Ger-
many team that needs the victory."
Luis Enrique said he wasn't concer-
ned with his young players being over-
ly confident, and promised to make
changes to the starting lineup for
Sunday's match, without elaborating.

Winger Leroy Sané could return
for Germany after missing the match
against Japan because of a knee
injury. It will be the fifth meeting
between the powerhouses at World
Cups, with Spain winning the most
recent one 1-0 in the semifinals of the
2010 tournament.

a population of just over 5 million, the tiny
Central American country is appearing in its
sixth World Cup. It reached the quarterfinals
in 2014 in Brazil.

Japan has never reached the quarterfi-
nals at a World Cup, and that's the aim this
time. This is Japan's seventh straight appear-
ance, and it has reached the round of 16 on
three occasions, including in Russia in 2018.
It lost 3-2 in stoppage time to Belgium after
leading 2-0.

It was eliminated by Paraguay on penal-
ties in 2010, and lost to Turkey 1-0 in 2002
when the country co-hosted the event with
South Korea.

Japan coach Hajime Moriyasu has spo-
ken often about going farther this time and
breaking the "final-16 hex."

Substitutes Ritsu Doan and Takuma
Asano scored late goals against Germany —
they both play in Germany's Bundesliga —
to lead Japan to the upset. Asano got the win-
ner in the 83rd minute, squeezing the ball
behind German goalkeeper Manuel Neuer
from a very sharp angle.
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How big was Japan's 2-1 upset of Germany
in the opening round of the World Cup?
Newspapers in Japan used the term

"Daikimboshi" from sumo wrestling to
describe the magnitude of the surprise: when
a low-ranked wrestler overpowers a grand
champion.

The victory has also been compared to
Japan's 34-32 upset of powerful South Africa
in the 2015 rugby World Cup in England.

Japan was the underdog against four-
time champion Germany, but it will be a
strong favorite in its next Group E match
against Costa Rica, where a victory could
move Japan into the knockout stage with a
game to spare.

A loss by Costa Rica on Sunday would
eliminate it from advancing. Costa Rica faces
Germany in its final match and Japan goes
against Spain.

Costa Rica is reeling from a 7-0 thrash-
ing against Spain in its opener, and it's any-
one's guess how the Ticos will respond. With
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Belgium midfielder Kevin De
Bruyne knew he didn't play

well in his team's opening World
Cup game. He said as much
when he accepted the man of
the match award.

"I don't know why I got the
trophy," De Bruyne said.

"Maybe it's because of my
name."

With De Bruyne looking to
improve after the unimpressive
1-0 win over Canada, Belgium
has a second chance against
Morocco on Sunday to show
why it is the No. 2-ranked team
in the world behind Brazil .

This could also be the last
World Cup chance for many on
the highly-rated Belgian squad,
as the "golden generation" has

often been reminded in the
runup to Qatar. The spine of the
team - De Bruyne, Eden
Hazard, Axel Witsel, Jan
Vertonghen, Toby Alderweireld
and goalkeeper Thibaut
Courtois - are all in their 30s.

Coach Roberto Martinez,
who said the performance
against Canada was one of
Belgium's worst since he's been
in charge, might be tempted to
bring in fresh faces against
Morocco.

Martinez would dearly love
to bring back powerful striker
Romelu Lukaku, who missed
the Canada opener with a left
thigh injury and is doubtful for
the entire group stage. Some
Belgian media has been report-
ing that Belgium's record goal-
scorer could make an earlier-
than-expected return against
the Moroccans at Al Thumama
Stadium in Doha.

Morocco will be less fazed
at the prospect of trying to con-
tain De Bruyne having already
succeeded at subduing another
of the world's best midfielders
in Luka Modric.

A 0-0 draw with 2018
World Cup finalist Croatia in
their first Group F game was a
promising start to the World
Cup for Morocco and especial-

ly for coach Walid Regragui,
who had less than three months
to prepare his team having only
been hired at the end of August.

He had coached Morocco
in just three friendly games
before entering the World Cup.
Compare that to Zlatko Dalic's
five years in charge of Croatia.
Or Martinez's six years with
Belgium.

The World Cup schedule
gave Morocco a daunting start
with 2018 runners-up Modric
and Croatia followed by De
Bruyne and Belgium, who fin-
ished third in that last World
Cup. But the point against
Croatia provided a real confi-
dence-booster.

"Arriving in these condi-
tions is not easy, but I accepted
the challenge," Regragui said.
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India would expect a better
approach from skipper
Shikhar Dhawan and young

Shubman Gill in the Powerplay
overs when the team clashes
with New Zealand in the do-or-
die second One-Day Inter-
national here on Sunday.

The Seddon Park is a three-
way open ground but is known
for being one of the batting
friendliest tracks in New Zea-
land where willow wielders
would get value for their shots.

Dhawan (72 off 77) and Gill
(50 off 65 balls) added 123 in
their opening stand but on a
small Eden Park ground, a score
of 306 for 7 was at least 40 runs
short of par score.

The bowlers could be taken
to task for conceding those runs
in just over 47 overs, the buck
actually stops at the main batters
since if it was not for Washing-
ton Sundar's brilliant cameo,
India would not have touched
the 300-run mark.

It was largely due to the safe-
ty-first approach of the Indian
openers during the first 10
Powerplay over where the runs
did not come at a desirable pace.

Moeen Ali in a recent inter-
view to PTI spoke how in earli-
er times, teams followed Austra-
lian template in white ball crick-
et and now it is the English way
that is being aped by the teams.

And that is where India is
lagging behind as it could score
only 40 runs in the first Powe-
play overs in Auckland.

Sample another piece of
statistic which will give an idea
that the problem lies in the gen-
eral outlook of Indian top-order
batters across limited overs for-
mats (not just Rohit Sharma, KL
Rahul or Virat Kohli).

Dhawan hit 72 off 77 balls
that had 13 fours. So effective-
ly, he scored 52 runs in bound-
aries in 13 deliveries. He scored
another 20 runs in 64 deliveries
and out of which 44 were dot
balls as he was unable to get
going in the Powerplay.

As the skipper struggled, at
the other end, Gill didn't do his
overall averages any harm by
stacking up another half-centu-
ry, but the pace of his innings
was also a debatable one.

His 50 was scored in 65 balls
with three sixes and a boundary.
This means 22 runs were scored
from four deliveries. He scored

the remaining 28 runs from 61
deliveries.

The same approach of just
building the foundation and
leaving the heavy-lifting for the
back-end has cost India a T20
World Cup but strangely even as
personnel changed in ODIs for
this series, the approach has
remained archaic.

With so many players
jostling for opening slots, it is
imperative that the players score
heavily so that the numbers can't
be ignored when the new selec-
tors prune the pool to around
20, at least three to four months
before the 50-over marquee
event.

While Dhawan will cer-
tainly open with Rohit in
Bangladesh next month, there
aren't any guarantees that
Shubman will be able to retain
his place in the playing XI as
Rohit will comeback as an open-
er. KL Rahul might take
Suryakumar Yadav's (rested for
next series) middle-order slot.

Rishabh Pant has a way
better ODI strike-rate and aver-
age compared to T20Is but the
vice-captain of this series needs
to be more consistent in order
to keep the big gloves away from

Sanju Samson and Ishan Kishan,
who are definitely close on his
heels. As Virender Sehwag, few
weeks earlier had said that Pant
needs to decide first what will be
his style of batsmanship.

At the moment, the
marauder from Rourkee seems
to be in a state of limbo: whether
to attack or defend. Sooner he
gets his bearing, better it will be
for the ODI core team.

BOWLERS NEED TO FIND
FULLER LENGTHS

At Eden Park which has
short and weird dimensions,
Indian pacers bowled way too
short. They will need to find a
way to counter Tom Latham and
Kane Williamson, who have
both been consistent against
India over the years in this for-
mat.

While Umran Malik was
impressive bowling northwards
of 145 clicks, Arshdeep Singh
despite his ability to get the
swing struggled for pace and
Shardul Thakur was generally
erratic.

Toss will be an important
factor as batting becomes easi-
er at the Seddon Park as the
evening wears on.
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Australia had to fight back
twice to reach its first Davis

Cup final in 19 years after beat-
ing Croatia 2-1. Lleyton Hewitt's
team recovered from losing the
first singles on Friday. Then the
Australian doubles pair battled
back from a set down in the
decider.

Australia won its 28th and
last title in 2003. It has finally got
back to the final. "I am so
proud. Australia has a really rich
history in this competition,"
said Hewitt, who played a record

43 Davis Cup ties for Australia
from 1999-2018.

"We have been fortunate to
win it all on a number of occa-
sions a long time ago. And I
know what it meant to me as a
player to play a final, and I am
glad these guys can play it."

Borna Coric put Croatia
ahead by beating Thanasi
Kokkinakis 6-4 6-3, but Alex de
Minaur leveled after defeating
Marin Cilic 6-2 6-2 to send it to
the doubles.

Jordan Thompson and Max
Purcell then secured the semi-
final win against Nikola Mektic
and Mate Pavic by 6-7 (3) 7-5 6-
4. "This is what this team is
about, that never-say-die atti-
tude," De Minaur said.

Canada will face Italy on
Saturday in the other semifinal.

In the opener, Kokkinakis

struck 11 aces, but Coric was
able to break him once in each
set. "On my serve, I felt like it was
an ace or he put it back on my
toes," Kokkinakis said.

Cilic, who was on the
Croatia team that won the title
in 2018, committed 10 double
faults. That erratic serve helped
De Minaur break Cilic four
times and level his head-to-head
record with the former US
Open winner at two wins each.

Thompson and Purcell bet-
tered the more experienced pair
of Mektic and Pavic, both
ranked in the top 10 in doubles.
Thompson and Purcell com-
bined for 13 aces, broke the
Croats twice, and never dropped
a service game to come back
after losing the first-set tiebreak-
er. Two-time winner Croatia was
the runner-up last year.
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Akashdeep Singh's hat-trick went in vain
as India conceded two late goals to lose

4-5 against Australia in the high-scoring
first hockey Test of the five-match series
here on Saturday.

Akashdeep Singh (10th, 27th, 59th)
scored thrice while skipper Harmanpreet
Singh (31st) converted a penalty corner for
India.

Australia's goals were scored by Lachlan
Sharp (5th), Nathan Ephraums (21st),
Tom Craig (41st) and Blake Govers (57th,
60th) who found the back of the Indian net
twice from penalty corners towards the fag
end of the match. The second match of
the series will be played on Sunday.

Australia started on an attacking note
and took the lead as early as in the fifth
minute with Sharp slotting home past India
custodian PR Sreejesh with his very first
touch of the match.

The Indians responded within minutes
with Amit Rohidas creating a great move
from the left flank but his ball was inter-
cepted inside the circle by the Australian
defence.

Akashdeep equalised for India in the
11th minute after Hardik Singh made a
wonderful interception to create the oppor-
tunity.

Six minutes into the second quarter,
Australia restored their lead, courtesy poor
defending from the Indians as they failed
to clear a cross and Ephraums got a smart
deflection to put the ball into the net.

Akashdeep once again came to India's

rescue and scored with a fierce reverse hit
in the 27th minute to level the scores.

Just at the stroke of half-time, Australia
got a penalty corner but India's second goal-
keeper Krishan Bahadur Pathak was alert
to avert the danger.

A minute after the change of ends,
Harmanpreet gave India the lead for the first
time in the match, scoring from a penalty
corner The Indians then secured back-to-
back penalty corners but wasted both. In the
41st minute, the Kookaburras secured
another penalty corner and Craig scored
from a rebound after Sreejesh saved the ini-
tial drag-flick.

The home team continued to press hard
and secured a handful of penalty corners
but failed to cash in on the opportunities.

India were sloppy on the turf in the last
five minutes of the game as Jarmanpreet
Singh got an unnecessary green card, leav-
ing his side a man down for the rest of the
game.

Australia took full advantage of the sit-
uation and secured another penalty corner
which was converted by Govers with a pow-
erful flick.

But Akashdeep levelled the scores a
minute from the final hooter, scoring from
a goalmouth melee.

But poor defending from the Indians
inside their own circle cost them as
Australia earned two more penalty corners
and Govers once again found the net with
the second attempt to hand the home team
a 1-0 lead in the series.
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India lost 1-3 to Spain in the
tie-break after the two-round

bronze medal play-off ended in
a tie at the FIDE World Team
chess Championship here on
Saturday. In both the rounds, the
teams played out 2-2 draws. But
Jaime Santos Latasa and David
Anton Guijarro defeated Vidit
Santosh Gujrathi and Nihal
Sarin respectively in the blitz tie-
break to give Spain the advan-
tage. 

S L Narayanan drew with
Alexei Shirov and Abhijeet
Gupta held Miguel Santos Ruiz
in the other games. This gave
Spain victory by a 3-1 margin
early on Saturday. In the first
round, Gujrathi, playing with
black, drew Santos Latasa while
Sarin signed peace with Guijarro
in the last game of that match.
The two other games Narayanan
vs Daniil Yuffa and Gupta against
Santos Ruiz too ended in draws.

The pattern was repeated in
the second round too as games
on all the four boards involving
the same players ended in draws.

Spain took the tie-break for
a 4-2 victory and win its first-
ever medal in a team competi-
tion. Meanwhile, China beat
Uzbekistan 4-0, winning the
two rounds by a similar 2.5-1.5
scoreline.
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Uttar Pradesh took full
advantage of an under-

strength Mumbai side as they
romped home by eight wickets
in a lopsided pre-quarterfinal
match of the Vijay Hazare
Trophy here on Saturday.

UP bowlers, led by pacers
Shivam Mavi (4/41) and Kartik
Tyagi (2/43) and ably assisted by
left-arm spinner Shiva Singh
(2/43), restricted Mumbai to a
below-par 220 all out on a fine
batting pitch.

The chase was a cakewalk as
keeper-opener Aryan Juyal (82
off 103 balls) anchored it with
useful contributions from fellow
opener Madhav Kaushik (46 off
75 balls) and skipper Karan
Sharma (42 not out off 38 balls).

UP won the match with 26
balls to spare and will now face
Maharashtra in the quarterfinal.

For Mumbai, missing out
flamboyant opener Yashasvi

Jaiswal and the dangerous
Sarfaraz Ahmed (both on India
A tour of Bangladesh) due to
national commitments did have
its effect as neither Prithvi Shaw
(10) nor skipper Ajinkya Rahane
(26 off 39 balls) could make a
difference on the big day.

While Shaw was cleaned up
by Mavi as he tried to play across
the line, Rahane loosely drove
away from his body to a fuller
'fifth off-stump' line delivery
from Tyagi. Mumbai were at one
stage tottering at 94 for five after
spinners Shiva and Shivam
Sharma dismissed Arman Jaffer
(32) and Suved Parkar (13) with
arm balls. Suved was gone try-
ing to cut a delivery close to the
stumps while Jaffer played to the
wrong line and was out LBW.

However, Mumbai's crisis
man Shams Mulani (51 off 70
balls) and keeper-batter Hardik
Tamore (53 off 67 balls) added
103 runs for the sixth wicket
which helped the current Syed

Mushtaq Ali T20 champions
cross the 200-run mark.

But once Tamore was out
trying to hit a second six off
Shiva, the last five Mumbai
wickets fell for a mere 23 runs
with no resistance from the
lower order. With no scoreboard
pressure on them, UP openers
Madhav and Aryan added 119
runs in 25 overs to set the tone.
Aryan was more attacking with
10 boundaries while his partner
had three fours and a six to his
credit.

In fact, Priyam Garg (39 not
out) and skipper Karan added 63
runs for the unbroken third
wicket stand in just under 12
overs to knock off the required
runs with minimum fuss.
Brief Scores:

Mumbai: 220 all out in
48.3 overs (Hardik Tamore 53,
Shams Mulani 51, Shivam Mavi
4/41, Shiva Singh 2/43, Kartik
Tyagi 2/43).

Uttar Pradesh: 221 for 2 in

45.4 overs (Aryan Juyal 82,
Madhav Kaushik 46).

J&K KNOCK OUT
KERALA, MAKE DREAM
QUARTERFINALS
Jammu and Kashmir extended
their dream run in the Vijay
Hazare Trophy to the quarterfi-
nals as they knocked Kerala out
from the tournament with a
seven-wicket win, here on
Saturday.

In-form Auqib Nabi led the
show with his career-best haul
of 4/39, helping J&K skittle out
Kerala for a paltry 174 in 47.4
overs after they opted to field in
their first-ever Vijay Hazare
Trophy knockout match.

In reply, J&K cantered home

in 37.5 overs with Shubham
Khajuria (76) and Qamran Iqbal
(51) setting up win with their
113-run opening stand in 21.4
overs. In the form of his life,
Khajuria smashed six sixes and
five fours in his 61-ball knock,
which was his fourth half-cen-
tury on the trot this season.

However, he was run out for
a second consecutive time as
J&K lost three wickets for the
addition of just 32 runs. But
there was no scoreboard pres-
sure and Henan Nazir and Fazil
Rashid sealed their sixth win
from seven matches this season.

J&K will now face group B
toppers Assam in their quarter-
final here on Monday.

The J&K pace trio of Nabi,
Yudhvir Singh (2/16) and left-
arm pacer Mujtaba Yousuf
(1/37) accounted for seven bat-
ters as Kerala struggled to get
going.

Opener Vinoop Maoharan
top-scored for Kerala with a 81-

ball 62 but Yudhvir dismissed
him to trigger the collapse in the
32nd over, before Nabi wreaked
havoc with a dream spell.

With 12 wickets apiece from
seven matches, Nabi and
Yudhvir have done exceptional-
ly well for J&K this season.

The Ajay Sharma-coached
side had upset reigning Ranji
champions Madhya Pradesh,
chasing down a massive 343
with two wickets in hand. 

They also defeated Baroda,
Odisha and Nagaland with lit-
tle fuss. Their only defeat came
against group D toppers Punjab
as they finished second in the
league stage. 
Brief Scores

Kerala: 174 all out in 47.4
overs (Vinoop Manoharan 62,
Sijomon Joseph 32; Auqib Nabi
4/39, Yudhvir Singh 2/16) lost to
Jammu and Kashmir 175/3 in
37.5 overs (Shubham Khajuria
76, Qamran Iqbal 51; Sijomon
Joseph 2/19) by seven wickets.
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Indian boxers Vishwanath
Suresh, Vanshaj and Devika

Ghorpade lived up to their favo-
urites tag, registering command-
ing victories to clinch gold med-
als at the IBA Youth Men's and
Women's World Championships
2022 in La Nucia, Spain. 

Chennai-born Vishwanath
handed India their first gold at
the prestigious championships
after thrashing Ronel Suyom of
Philippines without breaking a
sweat in the men's 48kg final.

This came after Bhawna
Sharma bagged a silver medal in
the women's 48kg category, los-
ing 0-5 loss against Uzbekistan's
Gulsevar Ganieva in the open-
ing match of the day. Ashish
(54kg) was the other Indian to

finish with a silver medal. He
went down 1-4 against Japanese
pugilist Yuta Sakai in a thrilling
final.

Devika, who hails from
Pune, added a second gold to
India's tally, beating England's
Lauren Mackie in the women's
52kg final. Youth Asian cham-
pion Vanshaj wrapped up the
day in style for India by winning
ta third gold.

The confident Sonipat-
based boxer made light work of
Demur Kajaia of Georgia in the
men's 63.5kg summit clash.

With 11 medals, India top-
ped in the on-going edition of
the event, followed by Uzbe-
kistan (10), Ireland (7) and
Kazakhstan (7).

This year's championships
witnessed participation from

close to 600 boxers from 73
countries. India's eight medals in
the women's section is also the
highest for any country.

Having already won three
gold medals, Ravina (63kg) and
Kirti (+81kg) will look to add
two moreyellow metals to India's
kitty when they fight in the
women's final on the last day of
the competition.

Ravina and Kirti will be up
against Megan deCler of
Netherlands and Ireland's
Elizabeth D'Arcy respectively.

Besides three gold and two
silver on the penultimate day,
India's tally also includes four
bronze medals coming from
Tamanna (50kg), Kunjarani
Devi Thongam (60kg), Muskan
(75kg) and Lashu Yadav (70kg),
who lost in the semifinals.
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INDIAN BATTING NEEDS FRESH APPROACH TO SAVE SERIES
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The Conference of Parties (CoP),
better known as CoP27, organized
by the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) secretariat at Sharm

El-Sheikh in Egypt ended on November 20
with the adoption of a declaration for the
creation of a fund for providing
compensation to the poor nations facing the
vagaries of climate change and extreme
weather conditions due to the past emissions
of the rich nations.  The negotiating teams
and others are touting it as a historical deal,
but that is a far-fetched claim.  

This declaration at best is a face-saving
deal for the consumption back home for
people of these poor nations facing the wrath
of climatic vagaries. The developed countries,
however, have resisted these calls, fearing
opening up a floodgate for compensation
claims but ultimately agreed with no surety
to adhere to their commitments. 

On average, $4000 was needed for one
person for a week to attend the CoP.
Understandably, many young activists could
not attend the Conference due to a lack of
funds, and few bothered to raise their voices.

However, the CoP opened with most
heads of state and leaders heading the
country delegations speaking with strong
feelings on taking action for the survival of
the human race and pleading forcefully
against complacency. The UN secretary
general António Guterres delivered one of
his best speeches yet when he exhorted the
world leaders that “We are on a highway to
climate hell with our foot on the accelerator”.
He asked the countries to “cooperate or
perish”. 

The CoP 27 came after the world had
faced the Covid-19 pandemic which many
scientists blame on the abuse of nature by
humans, a fact  clearly visible during the
lockdown period when we all noticed clear
Himalayan peaks from Delhi as the sky
became clear and the wild elephants started
roaming on urban roads they never visited
before. After Covid-19,  when the Russia-
Ukraine war pushed the global oil and gas
prices and the natural disasters world faced,
it was expected that climate change would be
taken seriously by the world community. But
the negotiators from powerful countries did
not change much as is evident from the
deliberation at the end of CoP 27.

From the point of view of professional
analysts considering the past actions on the
commitments of the developed world, this

so-called deal is a vacuous statement at best.
The deal stipulates that a mechanism will be
established for the creation of funds for
helping the least developed countries affected
by the climatic vagaries like Maldives etc.
The proposal includes mobilization of funds
from private sources also. The document has
clearly ruled out India getting any share of it
rather it is expected to contribute in the
fund. It does not fix any quota for the
developed countries nor fixes a time frame
for its implementation. The skepticism is
arising because of the complete failure of the
developed world led by the United States and
European Union in meeting their previously
agreed commitments of $100 billion in
support to the poor nations on the flimsy
ground and specious arguments like
accounting procedures and lack of funds.

The approach of the developed world all
through in all CoPs is to blame India and
China for being the biggest emitters
conveniently forgetting the havoc they
wrecked on nature during the past more than
150 years and more. In 2021, China
accounted for the highest 25% (15 billion
metric tonnes) of global CO2 emission
followed by the USA accounting for 11% (5
billion Metric tonnes) of the global total.
The European Union emits around 2.8
billion metric tonnes. India’s emission in
2021 was 2.7 billion metric tonnes which is
around 7.5 % of the global emissions. The
per capita fossil CO2 emissions in 2021 were
1.3 tC per person per year for the globe and
were 4.0 (USA), 2.2 (China), 1.7 (EU27), and
0.5 (India) tC per person per year for the
four highest CO2 emitting countries.

India will surpass China in population in
2023, but it cannot be equated with China in
funding for climate change considering the
country’s relatively low emissions. India's
contribution to historical cumulative CO2
emissions is 3%, whereas the US. On the
other hand, the EU  contributed 25% and
17% respectively to total fossil CO2
emissions from 1850 to 2019. China
contributed 13%, the Russian Federation 7%,
and Indonesia and Brazil 1%.

Thus there is no equity, justice or fairness
in global climate change talks. The climate
change negotiations, therefore, for most
developing countries like India are proving a
wastage of money and efforts as nothing
concrete except our statements before the
world leaders on our achievements on the
Nationally Determined Targets on Paris
agreement of 2015 and how much clean

energy we are generating and how much
trees we are planting and what is our road
map for achieving net-zero emission by the
year 2070. The agreement on the creation of
funds to support the poor nation is just
recognition by the developed world after
protracted negotiations of their responsible
for past emissions. Now, therefore, the issue
should be taken up vigorously by the
developing countries in all forums and India
should launch diplomatic networking to
safeguard its interests and the interests of the
developing world for climate justice.

India and other developing countries in
the CoP 27 meet had rightfully raised the
issue of the gradual elimination of all kinds
of fossil fuels. Thankfully, the developed
world supported this, but the Russian and
Saudi Arab vehement opposition blocked ti
further progress. The Indian negotiators
citing the Sixth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
had told the Egyptian CoP27 presidency that
meeting the long-term goal of the Paris
Agreement "requires phase down of all fossil
fuels".

“Selective singling out of sources of
emissions, for either labeling them more
harmful or labeling them 'green and
sustainable' even when they are sources of
greenhouse gases has no basis in the best
available science”, they contended.  

The developed world has been
demanding phasing out the use of coal in
power generation which India and other
countries cannot agree. The developed
world’s hypocrisy is quite apparent on this as
they have developed better alternatives for
coal but on the issue of transfer of
technology, they always duck the question.
So neither they want to part with the
technology nor they are willing to be liberal
on funding the poor nations, yet they want to
assume the leadership role in climate change
dialogue. In a nutshell, the climate change
talks regarding human welfare are proving
bogus and a bore if we assess the progress
since Kyoto Protocol was signed except a few
successes obtained through Paris deal in
2015.

The global mean temperature will cross
the 1.5°C limits in the current decade or
next, and the 2°C mark during 2040–2060 as
estimated by the Inter-governmental Panel
on Climate Change in their sixth report. Lip
service syndrome is best exemplified by the
statement of Egypt’s government and
subsequent decisions taken in CoP 27. The

UN Secretary-General has commented that
only the creation of a loss and damage fund
is not a solution. The World Bank which is
outside the purview of UNFCCD can pitch in
effectively in tackling the fund position if the
US and its European allies are genuinely
committed to treating climate change as a top
global priority and accepting their
responsibility to do climate justice. This was
also a reason why many countries were
pitching for reforms in the World Bank,
which is perceived as having failed to help
with the climate crisis. What is the use of the
World Bank funding poverty and water-
related projects in poor countries when poor
countries sink further into misery due to
climate-related disasters?

In several areas, the temperature in India
is already on the rise from 0.8 to even 1
degree Celsius. We have less time for
negotiation and should strive for more time
on action. Many experts feel that India
should hold parallel climate change
negotiations and lead the world.  The
country should formulate some common
action programme so that developing nations
and China look inwards and help each other
with technology and other resources. Efforts
must be made to avoid disasters as the one
Pakistan witnessed recently which wiped
away  13 % of the GDP. Back home the
dreadful memory of the Chennai flood will
haunt for years. We need to declare climate
emergencies in each country and support a
programme to meet the emergency.

In the Indian scenario, we need to declare
water scarcity and its poor management,
agricultural uncertainties, soil degradation,
and natural forest and bio-diversity depletion
as a climatic emergency and emphasize
alternative fuels for our transport and energy
sector. Unplanned waste disposal, poor
investment in natural resources, and
population control must be the focus area in
the overall climate action plan. Already the
success is excellent on solar power generation
targets. However, on climate change, world
leaders should remember one quote by
Zimbabwean Philosopher Matshona
Dhliwayo “Busy hands achieve more than
idle tongues.” Let us junk these half-baked
dreams being sold in diffused glib
negotiations and focus on concrete doable
actions.

(The Writer is a  former Director-General
in the ministry of Environment, Forest

and Climate Change)
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This study was undertaken in
collaboration with HRI-
DAY, the Center for

Tobacco Control Research and
Education, University of
California, and Onebeyond LLC,
California. The study also assessed
the compliance of the content
shown in these online series with
the Tobacco-free Film and
Television Rules in India. This is
the first such study conducted in
the country to generate evidence
on implementation of the tobac-
co free films policy on streaming
or over-the-top (OTT) on-
demand video streaming plat-
forms such as Amazon Prime,
Netflix and Hotstar.

In recent years, on-demand
video streaming platforms such as
Amazon Prime, Netflix and
Hotstar are rapidly becoming
popular in India. A recent mar-
ket research amongst Indians in
the age group of 20–25 years has
revealed that the time spent on
these platforms range from 5 to
20 hours per week.

The study recommends the
enforcement of Tobacco-free Film
and TV Rules under the Tobacco
Control Act of India for all con-
tent streamed on all web-based
OTT platforms in India, whether

produced within the country
or internationally. In addi-
tion, the study also recom-
mends that the current
guidelines under Article 13 of
WHO Framework
Convention on Tobacco
Control (FCTC) pertaining
to the depiction of tobacco in
entertainment media should
be updated to bring newer
internet and mobile based
platforms under its purview.
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As part of the study, 10

popular Web-series on

streaming platforms like
Netflix and Amazon Prime,
were identified after discus-
sions with participants aged
15–24 years in Delhi. These
were content-coded for
tobacco imagery using the
peer reviewed Breathe
California protocol.
Incidents of tobacco use
and brand appearances in
each series episode were
counted, and compliance
with extant Rules was
recorded. In total, 188
episodes across 10 selected
series from Netflix and

Amazon Prime Video were
coded for the content
analysis of tobacco imagery
and included: The
Marvellous Mrs Maisel
(rated 16+); Stranger
Things (rated 16+);
Bodyguard (rated 16+);
Riverdale (rated 13+);
Narcos (rated 16+); Sacred
Games (rated 18+);
Mirzapur (rated 18+);
Chilling Adventures of
Sabrina (rated 16+); 13
Reasons Why (rated 16+);
and The Crown (rated
16+).
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SCENE 1

Thirty-year-old Rohan, a movie
buff, has been a regular at
conventional picture halls to

watch films. He supports anti-
tobacco health warnings as a promi-
nent static message displayed at the
bottom of the screen every time
tobacco products are shown in the
film. “Exposure to smoking in films
is a recognised cause of smoking
uptake among children. In an
attempt to protect children, films
containing smoking are required to
include tobacco control messaging
including audiovisual disclaimers,
on-screen health warnings when
tobacco imagery is displayed and
anti-tobacco ‘health spots’ before
and during the film,” he says.

CUT TO SCENE 2
With Covid-19 restrictions in place,
Rohan has now shifted to OTT plat-
forms such as Netflix, Amazon
Prime and Hotstar to watch movies
and his favourite programmes. But
to his utter shock, he finds that the
e-platforms streaming films and
series have been blatantly display-
ing excessive usage of tobacco con-
sumption. He was also surprised
that there were no warning mes-
sages to caution the children and
youth about the harmful usage of
the tobacco items.  “I am flum-
moxed at this violation.

In the absence of any clear reg-
ulation, OTT platforms are increas-
ingly becoming favourite spots for
the tobacco industry to hook the
youth with their addictive products,”
he observes as he cities reports that
estimate that the video streaming
content is expected to exceed
US$332 billion by 2025.

Rohan, who works in an MNC
is not the only one who is worried
at this dangerous trend but also
wants a check on this fatal violation
on the OTT platforms. According to
a survey by the National Law School
of India University, along with sev-
eral youth organizations, at least 88
per cent of youth agreed that OTT
platforms should be regulated like
traditional television and film when
it comes to depiction of tobacco use.
Atleast 82.5% of respondents agreed
that tobacco use in shows and
movies contributes to making tobac-
co use seem normal and acceptable,
a reason enough to impose a check
on such ads.

Taking umbrage at this defiance,
the health experts and anti-tobac-
co activists are seeking urgent reg-
ulation on the OTT content to pro-
tect youth from being addicted to
tobacco products. Joining the cause,
Vice-Chancellors across Karnataka
too have requested Union Health
Minister Mansukh Mandaviya to
regulate OTT platforms to display
tobacco warning messages.

The health experts contend
that if such vacuums are continued
to be allowed, gains made so far
through tobacco warning cam-
paigns will be negated. There is a
need for better enforcement of
existing Rules on streaming plat-
forms in India, and modernisation
of the WHO Framework
Convention on Tobacco Control,
Article 13 guidelines to account for
new streaming platforms to protect
youth from tobacco imagery glob-
ally, they say. If brought under

COTPA umbrella, the OTT will also
have to adhere COPTA regulation,
which attracts a jail term of up to 5
years and/or a fine of up to Rs 5,000
in case of violation.

Says Bhavna Mukhopadhyay,
Chief Executive, Voluntary Health
Association of India (VHAI), “The
streaming media has become a
haven for promotion of tobacco use
and this extensive promotion is to
undermine Government film rules
and provisions that discourage
tobacco use. We urge the
Government to take necessary
action to ensure these online
streaming platforms are compliant
with COTPA, relevant rules and any
other applicable laws in order to
protect the children from exposure
to tobacco products display on the
OTT platforms"

“The viewership of OTTs has
scaled at an extremely high rate in
India, one reason for it being the
sharp decrease in web costs and the
other being, accessibility of multi-
lingual and multi-regional content.
Smoking is seen very often in such
content, which must have a multi-
level impact on its viewers,” notes
Manan Goel from College of
Vocational Studies, Delhi University.

Goel along with his colleagues
Parth Goel, Raghvendra Singh,
Ritik Arora, Saanya Chawla, Utsav
Agarwal, all from the College of
Vocational Studies had conducted a
study in 2020 and noted that smok-
ing is seen very often in such con-
tent, which must have a multi-level
impact on its viewers.

In their study, they tried to
analyse the change in smoking
habits, its impact, and also, the rea-
sons behind the same changes and
found that there is a direct link
between viewing smoking scenes
and immediate desire to smoke.
“The smoking propensities of an
individual is impacted because of
the hours spent watching TV series,
movies which contain smoking
imagery. The correlation degree
found between the number of hours
spent on such TV shows, movies
and the number of cigarettes daily
is small but the significance level
does not reject the hypothesis.
Thus, showing that smoking

imagery does impact the viewers;
increase in the number of daily cig-
arettes.”

The WHO too rings the alarm
bell as it warns that every year the
tobacco industry invests more than
US$ 9 billion to advertise its prod-
ucts. Increasingly, it is targeting
young people with nicotine and
tobacco products in a bid to replace
the 8 million people that its items
kill every year.

Tobacco is a prominent risk
factor for 6 to 8 leading causes of

death and almost 40% of the Non-
Communicable Diseases (NCD)
including cancers, cardio-vascular
diseases and lung disorders are
attributable to tobacco use. As such
the consequent  burden of mortal-
ity and morbidity due to consump-
tion of tobacco is very high in
India. The number of deaths every
year in India which is attributable
to tobacco use is almost 13.5
lakhs.

As per the Global Youth
Tobacco Survey (GYTS) 2019, near-
ly one-fifth of the students aged 13-
15 have used tobacco in some form.
Prevalence of tobacco use among
boys is 9.6% and among girls is
7.4%. The median age for initiation
of cigarette and bidi smoking, and
smokeless tobacco use were 11.5
years, 10.5 years and 9.9 years
respectively. 

Yet another study on “Tobacco
imagery in on-demand streaming
content popular among adoles-
cents and young adults in India:
implications for global tobacco
control” highlighted that there is
rampant depiction of tobacco use
and tobacco brand placement.
Many of the series showed tobac-
co brands as well as close ups of
tobacco products and tobacco
usage. None of the series includ-
ed anti-tobacco messages, spots
and disclaimers. The shows with
tobacco depictions included both

foreign-produced and Indian-pro-
duced series and most were rated
for viewers below 18 years, thus
targeting youth and children, said
the study published in BMJ.

Dr Monika Arora, Vice
President and Professor at PHFI
says, “We studied tobacco imagery
in 188 episodes of the ten most pop-
ular series among 15 to 24-year-old
Indian youth on Netflix and
Amazon Prime Video. Our findings
indicate that many shows had tobac-
co depicting imagery in it. None of
the shows were compliant with
tobacco-free film and TV rules
under COTPA, 2003.”

Another study conducted in
2019 by KPMG reported that there
were 325 million viewers of on-
demand streaming platforms in
India, and that young people (age

15-24) spent an average of 70
minutes per day watching online
video content, which has further
increased due to Covid 19 restric-
tions.

A study conducted in Delhi too
showed that adolescents aged 12–16
years with high exposure to tobac-
co occurrences in Bollywood films
were 2.3 times more likely to have
ever used tobacco compared with
adolescents with low exposure.

However, the scenario is expect-
ed to change soon. But only if the
Health Ministry takes urgent call in
the matter. “There have been few
rounds of consultations on the sub-
ject. A decision may be taken soon
on bringing the OTT platforms at
par with films screened in theatres
and by cable or network TV broad-
casters when it comes to adhering
to the anti-tobacco warnings,” a
senior health official said on
anonymity.

Mukhopadhyay says if such a
thing happens, it would be a trend-
setter in the world.

“It’s a serious lacuna consider-
ing the far wider reach of the OTT
shows amongst all the sections and
age groups of the society. OTT
giants like Netflix and Amazon
came to India in 2016, it is sad that
till date there are no laws to con-
trol the content,” Anand Mishra, an
advocate on record at the Supreme
Court, said.
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● Of the 188 episodes studied, 108
(57.4%) contained at least one inci-
dent of tobacco use.

● The total number of tobacco inci-
dents in the selected series ranged
from zero in Bodyguard, Riverdale
and 13 Reasons Why to 1652 in The
Marvellous Mrs Maisel.

● The US-produced series like The
Marvellous Mrs Maisel by Amazon
and Narcos and The Crown by
Netflix depicted a higher number of
tobacco imagery when compared to
Indian produced series like Mirzapur
by Amazon and Sacred Games by
Netflix.

● Four out of the 10 series studied
showed tobacco brands through
product placements across episodes,
and all of these were foreign produc-
tions. The two series — Sacred
Games and Mirzapur — produced in
India, showed tobacco imagery, how-
ever they did not display the brand
name of the products.

● Both foreign and Indian produced
series depicting any tobacco inci-
dents, did not comply with the
tobacco-free film and TV Rules in
India.
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The 26/11 Mumbai attacks
have forged a strong bond

between India and Israel.
Lauding the courage of India
and the people of Mumbai,
Israel has said that the enor-
mous loss on that “horrible
day” in November 2008 con-
tinues to be an emotional
moment for a lot of Israelis who
feel that the 26/11 terror strike
“is a shared pain” that binds
India and Israel together.

“I remember vividly the
courage of India and of the
people of Mumbai and there is
not one minute in which we do
not benefit from the strategic
partnership that was forged
between us, among other
things, on that horrible day,”
Israeli foreign ministry’s
Director General, Alon Ushpiz,
wrote on Twitter.

“Tomorrow (Saturday)
marks 14 years since the bloody
terrorist attack in Mumbai
which targeted 5 locations
including the Chabad House in
which Rabbi Gavriel and Rivka
Holtsberg, Rabbi Gavriel
Taitelbaum, Mrs. Norma
Rabinovich, Rabbi Ben Zion
Kurman and Mrs. Yocheved
Orpaz were murdered,” Ushpiz,
who has in the past served as
Israel’s Ambassador in India,
wrote on Friday.

Israel’s top diplomat also
called India’s Ambassador to
Israel, Sanjeev Singla, to con-
vey his “deepest condolences”
for this enormous loss of inno-
cent civilians that day, among
them six Israelis.

“May the memory of the
victims be a blessing,” he said.

The 2008 Mumbai terror
attacks continue to stir outrage
in Israel, where commemora-

tive events are held on its
anniversary to condemn the
senseless killings and demand
action against the Pakistan-
based masterminds of the car-
nage.

With posters and banners
depicting the brutality of the
ghastly attacks, Indians in Israel
held candlelight vigil since
Friday evening on the 14th
anniversary of the terror
attacks that shook India. They
called for the Pakistan-spon-
sored Lashkar-e-Tayyeba ter-
rorists involved in the 26/11
Mumbai attacks to be brought
to book.

The attacks, which drew
widespread global condemna-
tion, began on November 26
and lasted until November 29,
2008. A total of 166 people,
including several foreign
nationals, died and more than
300 were wounded.

Nine Pakistani terrorists
were killed by the Indian secu-
rity forces. Ajmal Kasab was the
only terrorist who was captured
alive. He was hanged four years
later on November 21, 2012.

“The terrorists who killed
women, children and inno-
cents in such a frenzy should be
identified and eliminated. The
countries of the world should
not only impose strict financial
sanctions on the countries that
provide shelter to the terrorists
but also stop them in every
way,” Ravi Soma, President of
the Israel-Telangana
Association told PTI.

People from Telangana,
living in Israel, organised an
event in Ramat Gan (close to
Tel Aviv) offering prayers for
the innocent lives lost in the
brutal attacks and lit candles in

their memory. They also
referred to the loss of six Jewish
lives in the attacks in which 166
people were killed, hinting at a
deliberate attempt to break the
strong bonds between India
and Israel.

The 26/11 attack continues
to be an emotional moment for
a lot of Israelis who feel that the
Mumbai terror strike “is a
shared pain” that binds India

and Israel together.
The Indian Chaplaincy in

the Holy Land, comprising
mostly of the Malayalee
Community in the region, also
organised a remembrance cer-
emony attended by a large
number of people from all
over the country.

Adoration/Rosary cere-
mony, a Holy mass for the
departed in the terrorist attack,

and special prayers was fol-
lowed by a meeting with peo-
ple holding lit candles and
posters with slogans against
terrorism, some Indian flags
and also calls to end violence
and promote peace. “Violence
divides! Love unites!”, said Rev.
Pradeep, who heads the Indian
Chaplaincy.

Condemning the Mumbai
attacks, he said that he “prays

that such incidents will never
occur again and people will live
in peace and brotherhood”.

Degel Menashe, an organ-
isation representing the Bnei
Menashe Jewish community
that has connections with
India’s north-eastern states of
Manipur and Mizoram, con-
demned the attacks and has
planned a commemorative
event on Saturday.

Members of the organisa-
tion held protest also in
Churachandpur holding plac-
ards reading, “no to terrorism”,
“we stand by all the victims of
26/11 attacks”, etc.

Indian students at all the
leading institutions in Israel —
Hebrew University, Tel Aviv
University, Technion in Haifa,
Ben-Gurion University in
Beersheba, Ariel University in
the West Bank and some other
institutions — have also
planned candlelight vigil to
commemorate 26/11 on
Saturday evening. 

“Each drop of blood is a
burning flame against terror-
ism. Each martyr of 26/11 is a
light kindled against the dark-
ness,” Krupa Susan Verghese, a
PhD student at Ariel University
told PTI.

Ankit Chauhan, a post-
doctoral fellow at Ben-Gurion
University, said that the “grue-
some terrorist attacks inflicted
deep scars on every Indian’s
psyche that cannot be wiped”.
“Still some of the terrorists are
roaming around freely on this
earth who did this heinous act.
Terrorism does not have any
face and terrorists should be
treated with no mercy. No
mercy for terror anywhere in
the world,” he stressed.

Some of the students also
lauded the efforts of the Indian
security forces and the sacri-
fices made by them. “Today we
once again remember our
unsung brave hearts who lost
their lives and we pay our sin-
cere respect to the lost lives and
their families,” said Bhavana
Velpula, a PhD student in
medicine at Tel Aviv University.

“As Indian nationals stay-

ing abroad, we acknowledge
and condemn this terrible inci-
dent. Gatherings for such a
cause connect us to our coun-
try and its roots, uniting us
together as one nation and
together we raise our voice
against terrorism coming in
any form,” she added.

Jewish outreach move-
ment, Chabad, last year
unveiled a plaque in the south-
ern coastal city of Eilat in
memory of the six Jewish vic-
tims of the Mumbai terror
attacks. “To the memory and
rise of souls of Rabbi Gavriel
Noah and Rivka Holtsberg,
who were martyred during the
time of their holy mission in a
terror attack at the Chabad
house in Mumbai, India, from
which the message of Torah
was being spread all over the
area,” the plaque in Hebrew
reads.

The Torah constitutes the
first five books of the Hebrew
Bible. “And for the four guests
who stayed in the Chabad
house at the time of the attack,
and were also martyred: Rabbi
Gavriel Taitelbaum, Mrs.
Norma Rabinovich, Rabbi Ben
Zion Kurman, Mrs. Yocheved
Orpaz. May their souls be
bound up in the bond of eter-
nal life,” the plaque in Hebrew
reads.

Six Jews were among the
166 victims of the terror attack.
All of them were killed at the
Nariman House, popularly also
known as the Chabad House.
Israeli leaders and officials
have also repeatedly called for
the perpetrators of the hor-
rendous crime to be “brought
to justice”. 

(With inputs from PTI)

The arrival of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) has dra-

matically changed our lives.
Globalisation criss-crossing the
globe has pushed human civil-
isation to new frontiers of
change. And one of the most
remarkable dynamics heralded
by the forces of such globali-
sation is no other than the
grand advancements in infor-
mation and communication
technologies leading to the
invention of the AI and its
tools. It is estimated that by the
year 2030, the AI could add $13
trillion to the global econom-
ic output. This could finally
increase the world’s GDP by 1.2
per cent each year. A new gen-
eration born in the Google Age
is fully accustomed to AI dri-
ven tools even before the com-
ing of the deadly Covid-19. It
is hoped that the young gen-
eration would specifically con-
tribute to the massive growth
of the new AI economy.

The datafication of the
world has indeed compelled all
of us to surrender to AI.
Experts say that big data man-
agement demands machines.
Their storage, usage and dis-
tribution largely are possible
only by the use of the AI tools.
The very fact what machines
can think was given by Alan
Turing in 1950 in his seminal
work called “Computing
Machinery and Intelligence”.
This book indeed answered
many critical questions some
70 years back about AI. In that
book, he proposed the idea of
“The Imitation Game” that
gave the idea of machine think-
ing like man. Today what we
call “Turing Test” has become
a remarkable tool in the AI par-
adigm. Interestingly this direct-
ly focuses on the ability of the
machines to predict and
respond like a human.
However, the origin of the AI
lies in the “Mechanical Man”
found in ancient Greece and
Egypt. Until 1929, Japanese
professor Makoto Nishimura’s
invented robot named
“Gakutensoku” created waves
around the world spreading the
message that this machine can
work like a human and sense
like them. But the very word
called the “Artificial
Intelligence” was first coined in
a conference organised in the

Dartmouth College in the US
in 1956 only. 

The irony is that many
national governments such as
the US have openly played a
significant role in helping
expand the big tech business.
Starting from the Bush
Administration’s Global
Internet Freedom Task Force
(GIFTF) to Obama’s
International Strategy for
Cyberspace: Prosperity,
Security and Openness in a
Networked World (ISCP-
SONW), the big tech con-
glomerates and their sub-
sidiaries have virtually occu-
pied the new knowledge econ-
omy. The quintessential five —
Google, Apple, Facebook,
Amazon and Microsoft
(GAFAM) — have quietly
pushed down the yesteryear’s
large business magnates from
the top of the charts of global
business. This has come
through entirely different
routes. These corporations,
besides fast becoming eco-
nomic and political entities,

have started redefining the
socio-cultural ethos of the
common people. Their social
media platforms and other
high tech have interwoven
people in myriad forms all
across the world.

What has baffled humani-
ty today is shocking mechanics
built in the AI machines and
tools. Altogether they are grad-
ually replacing the work and
skills carried out by humans for
generations. By 2030, almost 47
per cent of the jobs that face
high risks of automation would
be taken over by AI. Besides,
some of the jobs that equally
involve risks and demands per-
fection in top industries like
health, mining, space, etc, would
be performed by the machines.
It seems the loss of man-con-
trolled jobs would add woes to
the economic plight of us.

The biggest ever debate
and dialogue is centred on the
loss of privacy with the AI
machines. Our very basic rights
are lost with these machines.
Precisely, there is no such law

as of today that can prevent the
damages caused by the use of
AI. The complex data envi-
ronment, algorithms and the
models underlying the devel-
opment of the AI operations
help the public institutions
and the private corporations to
maintain data secrecy. This
kind of an environment can
quickly breed public distrust
over the new AI-drawn envi-
ronment.

United Nations High
Commissioner for Human
Rights Michelle Bachelet
specifically intervened and
asked for a moratorium on the
sale and use of AI last year. She
warned of the dangers of
unregulated AI tools. Further
she highlighted that technolo-
gy’s decisions can change,
define or damage human lives.
A report released by the UN in
this regard clearly highlights
the risks of AI technologies. It
also made it public that AI can
serve as a force for good but if
used irresponsibly, it can bring
disaster to humanity. So the

UNHRC strongly appealed that
the AI devices that do not con-
form to the international
human rights law must be
banned.

The GAFAM has been
central to crafting both bilateral
and multilateral free trade
agreements to their maximum
benefit. With the birth of the
WTO in 1995 along with its
most controversial agreement
called the Trade Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS), the private
corporations have started sur-
passing the borders of the
nation-states. Many of these
companies have already grown
so big that they can easily take
over many of the countries in
the world. In fact such a sce-
nario is posing a potential
threat to the survival of the
once powerful nation-state.
And the GAFAM kinds of
groups are virtually occupying
the socio-cultural spaces of
many besides being large phys-
ical entities. And when they are
entering into the AI market

unlike the other business hous-
es, they have the advantage of
their huge customer base. It is
an added advantage for them,
and this is continuously taking
the global AI market to the
common people.

Now the moot question
here is: Are we all responsible
for giving away human rights
to the AI tools and machines?
The cumbersome, erratic and
expansive network of globali-
sation has given a fillip to the
upcoming AI market. And we
all have become a part of the
same. So only blaming the big
tech companies is not enough
for now.

Above all, the machines
invented or created by humans
should not be allowed to take
away the universal human
rights. But alas! We all are
inseparable from the digital
media networks. We are into
them. And AI machines have
finally stolen our treasured
past and promised future. The
reason behind is our intense
desire for a super comfortable,

efficient and hassle-free
lifestyle. As we move on to the
next epoch of human civilisa-
tion, we will be certainly
detached from our fellow
beings. Machines will be our
companions. Life will be much
faster than ever before.

Gone are the days when we
had abundant time for other
humans to share our hopes and
despairs. With AI penetrating
deep down our privacy, we
have seriously lost our capac-
ity to preserve and manoeuvre
what have been known as
purely our own. The 21st cen-
tury’s new “Data Nation” and
the tech giants have grabbed
our privacy. The only way to
balance work and life is to
hammer out concrete legal
strategies (both at national and
global levels) to make AI
human friendly. Else humani-
ty will soon surrender to AI.

(The writer is the Head of
the Department of Arts and
Humanities at Geeta University,
Panipat)
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Ihave spent enough of time and ener-
gy pursuing someone I loved. I
found lot of positives in him is why I

was after him. Initially he responded
well. But he ultimately ran away. Now, I
feel miserable. You had cautioned me
when I last consulted you. But my gut
feeling told me that the positives in him
would override his negatives and will
finally come back to me. Is my destiny
so bad that my wishes won’t get fulfilled.
Will I ever be able to get a good partner
in life in near future, for which I am
craving? Kindly guide me how to go
about.” Someone totally distraught
because of wrong choice made, asked
me the other day.

Everybody born into this world
comes with both positives and nega-
tives, coming as they may as Karmic
carryover from the past. Both sides run
concurrently. I agree, he is a potential
guy who built a good career as would
career signifying Moon rising over the
head when born mean. It is further
aided by the 10th sub-lord Saturn posit-
ed in the 11th house, placed in the
nakshatra owned by 11th lord Sun iden-
tified with fulfilment of desires.

As already indicated, his outward

demeanour may apparently look
refined, as would Mercury well aligned
to Neptune mean. His inner frame of
mind, however, vital to inter-personal
relationship skills, is simply weird. You
were already aware of his two failed
marriages. You still chased him blindly.
Look at his astrological pointers. The
Sun is placed adverse to Saturn and
Neptune. In the first place, it would
mean the seeds of fear and insecurity
deeply imbedded in his being. He would
have a negative mind set, habitually sus-
picious of others. He would be self-pity-
ing and a pessimist. He would enjoy vic-
arious pleasure by hurting others.
Second, he would be an escapist stuck to
his illusionary perceptions and belief.
The moment he is confronted with con-
trarian views, instead of trying to find
an answer, he may just run away. Mars
placed adverse to Neptune indicates that
he suffers from inferiority complex,
which he would try to camouflage with
his invented sense of confidence and
outward appearance. Mars opposite
Venus makes him self-indulgent. Since
Venus is the lagna lord and Mars is the
7th lord identified with partner, it will
be difficult for him to hold on to a rela-

tionship for long. Venus placed adverse
to Neptune doesn’t speak good of his
reputation either. Also, He will not be
able to manage his finance well. Saturn
placed adverse to Neptune makes him
inhibited and self-deluding. On top of
that, lagna sub-lord Ketu occupying the
lunar constellation owned by Rahu
makes him out and out a material per-
son, who, given an opportunity will try
to exploit others. This time, you became
a victim. The result is there to see.

Even more important is to know,
why you fell into his trap. You got
tricked by your own mind that made
you believe your desire being gut feel-
ing. Also, love can’t be cultivated. If it is
to happen, it comes about spontaneous-
ly, which knows no logic. You were just
clinging to the man, expecting spending
pleasant time in his company. There was
no love from either side. The other guy
was just enjoying your company in pass-
ing. You are born in Aries lagna. That
makes you impulsive, who will jump
into action without applying proper
forethought. The lagna lord Mars occu-
pying a fixed sign Aquarius, read
together with the Sun also there, makes
you a stubborn guy, not open to listen-

ing or counsel, unless pushed to the
wall. Venus ill-disposed off to Uranus
makes you vulnerable to get into uncon-
ventional relationship, ignoring ground
realities. Moon posited adverse to
Mercury makes you restless, which
doesn’t allow you the time and space
necessary for due diligence. Moon also
placed adverse to both Jupiter and
Saturn makes you vulnerable to go
through alternating phase of optimism
and pessimism.

It may not be out of place to men-
tion here that birds have two wings to
fly, the two in balance with each other.
Similarly, human beings have been pro-
vided with two tools – reason and emo-
tion – to lead one’s life. Too much guid-
ed by the head may make you just
mechanical. And overawed by emotions,
one may go crazy. We need to balance
out the two for a smooth run of life. It is
not that you lack the sense of reason.
But you need to learn to balance emo-
tion and reason, and tomorrow will be
yours. 
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